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Implications of Superrotations

Abstract

A framework of connections between asymptotic symmetries, soft theorems, and memory

effects has recently shed light on a universal structure associated with infrared physics. Here,

we show how this pattern has been used to fill in missing elements. After the necessary

groundwork, we begin by proving a Ward identity for superrotations using the subleading soft

graviton theorem, thereby demonstrating a semiclassical Virasoro symmetry for scattering in

quantum gravity. Next, we show there exists a new spin memory effect associated with this

symmetry, explain more generally how the connections between the vertices of the infrared

triangle predicted this, and describe what other examples and variations have been unveiled.

Taking to heart this newly motivated Virasoro symmetry, we review how the soft theorem has

been recast as a Virasoro Ward identity for a putative two dimensional conformal field theory.

This derivation relies upon a map from plane wave scattering states to a conformal primary

basis, which we then construct. We provide examples of familiar scattering amplitudes recast

in this basis and discuss the somewhat exotic nature of the putative CFT2. We conclude by

describing ongoing efforts to tame some of these features and what this change of basis in

turn has taught us about the infrared limit which began our story.
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1 Introduction

Our story starts with Strominger’s suggestion that a series of separate studies from the

sixties are secretly the same. The relativists were systematizing what happens at long

distances. The quantum field theorists were worried about what was going on at low energies.

And, a little later, someone remembered there was a physical observable attached to each

of these things. Together they formed a triangle of traits universal enough to make new

predictions. When old gaps were filled in, new iterations popped up.

But, one copy of this triangle arrived with a twist. It came prepared with an ingredient

that would let us connect our story to an even bigger saga that has preoccupied our field

for as long as some of us have any memories at all. The idea that we can describe a theory

about gravity without gravity, in a lower dimension – an idea that allows us to geometrize

the entanglement of a quantum theory or de-geometrize a theory of quantum gravity at will.

However, the freedom to compute on whichever side is easiest is only earned by showing

that both sides are equivalent. While we are armed with a dictionary that lets us translate

between the language of gravitational theories with a negative cosmological constant and

field theories with nice rescaling symmetries, the universe seems to be giving us the wrong

sign.

But if there are still some people who believe the Earth is flat, who can begrudge a the-

orist pretending the universe is flat when the cosmological constant is so small anyway? So

we study scattering in asymptotically flat spacetimes; aim to find a holographic dual descrip-

tion; and know that despite what’s still missing we’ve at least landed on some interesting

statements about infrared physics.

This thesis studies asymptotic symmetries of asymptotically flat spacetimes with the hope

that our efforts will teach us something about quantum gravity. But tacking a buzzword
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onto technical jargon is too evasive a tactic to serve as a justification. At a basic level, we

are doing what we can with what we know. We know that the more symmetric a problem

is, the more constrained its solutions are. So, we look for more symmetries. We think we

can find more symmetries because we think we can relax assumptions made by others. We

believe this is a good idea because we have seen it work before. Namely AdS/CFT. Indeed,

failing to attach the name ‘flat-space-holography’ to our efforts would make our endeavors

sound significantly less sweet. Whether one prefers a montage of high hopes to a Montague,

or seeks to question the quality of our putative duality, one letter makes a difference: and

we must be start to be precise. The games are over, let the fun begin.

Soft Factors

Memories Symmetries

i) soft photon O(ω−1)
ii) soft graviton O(ω−1)
iii) subleading soft graviton O(ω0)

i) Electromagnetic Memory
ii) Displacement Memory
iii) Spin Memory

global

i) Q
ii) pµ

iii) Jµν

asymptotic

large U(1)
supertranslations
superrotations

1

Figure 1: The IR Triangle. There exists a series of universal connections within infrared
physics, which we are tasked to explain, exploit, and expand upon herein.
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The motivation for this thesis is two-fold. First, there is a set of intimate connections

between diverse aspects of infrared physics that has allowed us to make predictions about

new symmetries of asymptotically flat spacetimes. Second, these new predictions appear to

be important building blocks for a flat space rendition of holography. Consider the infrared

triangle of Figure 1. We will get to the backstory of each vertex and see their connections in

due course, but let us pause to consider what these objects are and why they are related. At

the lower right we have ‘symmetries.’ These give us conservation laws and, in the setting of

gauge theories, act non-trivially on our phase space when the generators don’t fall off at the

boundary of our spacetime. However, we will soon see that the boundary of asymptotically

flat spacetimes is null, and quantities which are charged under these symmetries can thus

escape along it. There are some very low energy ‘memory’ modes which correspond to net

changes that occur along this boundary and they show up as IR divergences in quantum field

theory amplitudes with universal residues called ‘soft theorems’. One interesting application

of this triangle has been a re-interpretation of IR divergence issues in terms of charge non-

conservation for asymptotic symmetries. So our understanding of the connections in the

triangle has paid off in this respect.

For the purposes of this thesis, we are most concerned with the fact that this triangle

predicts more copies of itself. The three examples explicitly listed in 1 are only a taste and

the story extends even beyond gauge theories. The listed iterations are the ones we will

talk about here because the first two – electromagnetic and leading gravitational – were well

established at a time when the third was essentially brand new. Our understanding of the

superrotations we care about here was built around this framework.

But once we had superrotations, an extension of the asymptotic symmetry group of

asymptotically flat spacetimes to include local conformal transformations, we also had a key

ingredient in motivating a 2D holographic dual to flat space scattering – we had a second
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framework to build, namely a map from 4D to 2D. The first things we knew how to map

were the soft modes to celestial sphere currents, and the 4D Ward identities to 2D Ward

identities for them. The latter portion of this thesis shows how to extend this map beyond

the soft limit.

We begin with some groundwork, defining asymptotically flat spacetimes in section 2,

in particular their causal structure in 2.1 and the universality of their behavior at large

distances in 2.2, as well as what this implies for a perturbative expansion of the metric

in 2.3, restricting to four spacetime dimensions. We then describe how to apply this to the

scattering problem in section 3, where we will need tools from quantum field theory regarding

soft limits of gauge boson insertions in 3.1. We lay out some conventions for handling mode

expansions in 3.2, before getting to the core of this thesis in section 4. Here, we present

the results of [1–4]. We define different aspects of the infrared triangle of Figure 1. We use

the soft theorem from 3.1 to prove a Ward identity for superrotations in 4.1. We describe

how the soft modes connect to physical observables in 4.2, touching on the three examples

of memory effects listed in Figure 1 in 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3 before making some comments

on the connection between memory effects and asymptotic symmetries in section 4.2.4. We

then present a key step in going from superrotations to their implications in section 4.3,

when we describe how the 4D subleading soft graviton mode appears to act as a 2D stress

tensor. We then transition to describing the tools we’ve developed in [5–7] to try to see

where these implications take us in section 5. We describe the scattering basis preferred by

superrotations in 5.1, outlining our conventions in 5.1.1 and find the explicit wavefunctions

and weight spectrum in 5.1.2, before getting to some examples of what familiar amplitudes

actually look like in this basis in 5.2. Finally we assess the current state of affairs and

aspirations in 6.
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2 Asymptotically Flat Spacetimes

In this section we define what we mean by asymptotically flat spacetimes and asymptotic

symmetries thereof. The point is to formalize the notion of spacetimes for which the cosmo-

logical constant is zero and the matter sources are localized. We are considering solutions

to Einstein’s equations

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πGTµν (2.1)

where we expect the matter stress tensor to ‘fall-off’ at a certain rate as one moves far away,

and the metric in this asymptotic region to approach that of flat spacetime. This raises the

questions of what it means to ‘go to infinity,’ how the metric should approach flatness, and

moreover what is the minimal set of assumptions needed to make such statements.

For most of this thesis we will be taking a very explicit coordinate-based approach, initi-

ated by Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner, and Sachs (BMS) [8,9], of writing down an expansion

of the metric in powers of a radial coordinate and looking at the class of diffeomorphisms

that preserve these falloffs to identify the asymptotic symmetry group. This expansion will

be around a region of spacetime that captures the ‘radiation zone,’ reached by null geodesics

at infinite affine parameter.

In order to appreciate and interpret this expansion, we thus need to answer our first

question above: what it means to ‘go to infinity.’ The next subsection will introduce the

conformal compactification of Minkowski space, so that we can familiarize ourselves with the

different notions of infinity that exist for flat and asymptotically flat spacetimes. We will

then take a brief moment in section (2.2) to quote the formal definition of asymptotically flat

spacetimes in terms of conformal compactifications to give a better picture of how the other

questions raised above have been answered [10–12], before returning to the Bondi expansion

for the computations needed to demonstrate our new results.
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2.1 Null Infinity

In this subsection we construct the Penrose diagram of Minkowski space so that we can

understand its causal structure [13]. The main takeaway will be an introduction to the

notion of null infinity. En route we will also be introducing coordinate conventions and

notations that will be used throughout. Let us start with the flat metric on Minkowski space

in spherical coordinates

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + 2r2γzz̄dzdz̄ (2.2)

where we use projective coordinates for the S2 factor, which we will often refer to as the

‘celestial sphere’ (CS2). The unit round metric is given by

γzz̄ =
2

(1 + zz̄)2
. (2.3)

In terms of usual polar coordinates, z = eiφ tan θ
2
. We can introduce the retarded and

advanced times

u = t− r, v = t+ r (2.4)

to label radially outgoing, respectively incoming, null geodesics – for an outgoing radial

geodesic u is fixed and the value of u labels when it was emitted from the origin. For future

reference, the cartesian coordinates are now:

x0 = u+ r = v − r,

x1 + ix2 =
2rz

1 + zz̄
,

x3 =
r(1− zz̄)

1 + zz̄
. (2.5)
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We now perform the conformal compactification (see also chapter 11 of [14] and [15]). Here

u, v ∈ (−∞,∞), however one can transform to rescaled coordinates

u = L tanU, v = L tanV (2.6)

where the finite range U, V ∈ (−π
2
, π

2
) covers our original manifold. Trading (U, V ) double

null coordinates for a new (T,R) so that

T = U + V, R = V − U (2.7)

we find that the Minkowski metric in these coordinates is the Lorentz metric on S3×R times

a conformal factor:

ds2 =
L2

4 cos2(R−T
2

) cos2(R+T
2

)
(−dT 2 + dR2 + 2 sin2 Rγzz̄dzdz̄) = Ω−2ds̃2 (2.8)

where our coordinates cover the patch shown in Figure 2. Because the conformal factor

Ω−2 =
L2

4 cos2(R−T
2

) cos2(R+T
2

)
(2.9)

is positive, the rescaled metric ds̃2 will preserve the causal structure so curves that are

timelike, null, or spacelike respectively remain as such with respect to this rescaled metric.

In particular, we can attach a boundary in this compactification and understand the different

notions of ‘infinity’ relevant to Minkowski space and, more generally, the asymptotically flat

spacetimes we will be interested in:

• Massive particles following time-like trajectories enter at past timelike infinity, denoted

as i− and parameterized by (R, T ) = (0,−π); and exit at future timelike infinity,

denoted as i+ and parameterized by (R, T ) = (0, π).
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• Massless particles enter along past null infinity, denoted as I− and parameterized

by U = −π
2
, V ∈ (−π

2
, π

2
); and exit along future null infinity, denoted as I+ and

parameterized by V = π
2
, U ∈ (−π

2
, π

2
).

• Moving along any spacelike trajectory eventually lands one on spacelike infinity, de-

noted as i0 and parameterized by (R, T ) = (π, 0).

In the following we will denote the future and past boundaries of future null infinity by I+
±

with the subscript referring to the sign as u → ±∞. Similarly, the boundaries of past null

infinity as v → ±∞ are denoted I−± . The fact that fields at null infinity can have non-trivial

angular dependence in these limits is one harbinger of the fact that the above mapping is

singular at i±,0, which are each mapped to points in Figure 2. Timelike and spatial infinity

can be appropriately resolved, however the limits at I±± will be all that we need here.

I+

I�

I+
�

I+
+

I�
+

I�
�

i+

i�

i0

z

u

v

i�

i0

i+

I+

I�

T
R

Figure 2: Penrose diagram for Minkowski space, represented as a patch of the Einstein static
universe and unwrapped with antipodal points shown. Massless trajectories travel at 45◦

angles and enter and exit at I±. Geodesics for massive particles enter at i− and exit at i+.
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2.2 Coordinate-Free Definition

With this example of the conformal compactification of Minkowski space under our belt

and having distinguished the different notions of infinity that appear, we take a moment

to provide the formal definition of asymptotic flatness, as codified in the works of Ashtekar

from the 80’s [10–12] (see [16,17] for recent reviews). One of the takeaways is that conformal

compactifications – often introduced to examine global features of the causal structure, and

in the last subsection to define null infinity as a component of the boundary of compactified

Minkowski space – can serve as a starting point in an analysis of asymptotically flat space-

times that avoids relying upon a particular coordinate expansion. In essence, the structure

of this boundary is what is universal when we move from flat to any asymptotically flat

solution. We now quote the definition given in [17].

Definition 2.1 A spacetime (M̂, ĝab) will be considered asymptotically flat at null infinity

if it is diffeomorphic to the interior M\I of a conformal completion (M, gab) with boundary

I such that:

• There exists a smooth conformal factor Ω such that in the interior gab = Ω2ĝab, and on

I we have Ω = 0 with na ≡ ∇aΩ nowhere vanishing.

• ĝab is a solution to Einstein’s equations with zero cosmological constant and a matter

stress tensor T̂ab such that Ω−2T̂ab has a smooth limit to I.

• I has topology S2 × R.

This definition is restricted to an analysis near one of either I+ or I−. Ω plays the role of

1
r

as one approaches the boundary from null directions. (We inverted our convention for Ω

as compared to [14] in the previous subsection so that one can check this is indeed how Ω

scales with r for fixed u in this simple example where ds2 is the physical metric and ds̃2 is

9



the metric for the unphysical spacetime). The condition on the stress tensor encompasses

familiar asymptotic behavior for metrics for isolated matter sources. The topology condition

is needed to conclude that all asymptotically flat spacetimes are equipped with the same

universal structure. Namely, that of an equivalence class [(qab, n
a)] consisting of a degenerate

metric qab of signature {0,+,+}, and a null normal na = gabna such that

Lnqab = 0 qabn
b = 0 (2.10)

and where the equivalence class is formed by moding out by the rescaling

(qab, n
a) 7→ (ω2qab, ω

−1na) (2.11)

when the conformal factor changes as gab 7→ ω2gab such that Lnω = 0.

We will not proceed further along this route, but pause to emphasize that such efforts

enhance our understanding by distinguishing what structure is intrinsic to being asymptoti-

cally flat as compared to what data on top of this picks out a particular solution. The data

of a particular asymptotically flat spacetime is encoded in a connection on I that satisfies

Daqbc = 0 Dan
a = 0, (2.12)

and which can, for practical purposes, be induced from the bulk connection compatible with

gab. (The degeneracy of qab is what makes the metric compatibility condition not unique.)

Pushing this analysis further, one can characterize the radiative modes in the fully non-linear

theory in terms of data on I.

10



2.3 Bondi Expansion

We will now introduce the coordinate based approach to defining asymptotically flat space-

times, which will be the starting point of all of our analyses to come. This program was

spearheaded by Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner, and Sachs in the 60’s (BMS) [8, 9]. The

recent review [15] was useful to the summary here and should be of particular interest to

those also wanting to learn more about covariant phase space techniques.

The first step is to define your coordinate system in some reasonable way, understand

what physical data the gauge fixed metric components are encoding, and establish an asymp-

totic expansion in the region of interest (here either future or past null infinity). The class of

asymptotically flat spacetimes is then defined to be the set with a certain asymptotic form –

i.e. the space of solutions which obey the ‘appropriate’ boundary conditions. Identifying the

appropriate boundary conditions is itself somewhat of an art. While there are clearly certain

solutions you do not want to exclude with too restrictive conditions, various researchers will

sometimes loosen long-accepted ones, so their status is not so rigid. In fact, most of the

results of this thesis are based upon removing an otherwise reasonable restriction imposed

by BMS that the sphere metric be non-singular. While we have the insight of an intervening

half-century to sharpen our hindsight, it is good to emphasize where things are in flux and

that symmetries can be gained (see section 4.1).

With all this in mind, Bondi coordinates are defined as follows (here we will focus on

future null infinity). Let a set of outgoing null radial geodesics be labeled by fixed u. Then

nµ = gµν∂νu is the normal to this hypersurface, and the condition that this hypersurface

is null amounts to guu = 0. Labeling the transverse spacelike S2 with u-independent co-

ordinates i.e. nµ∂µx
A = 0 implies guA = 0. In lowered components, these translate to

grr = grA = 0. The magnitude of the radial coordinate is then fixed to correspond to the

luminosity distance, enforcing the inverse square law via ∂r(det(gAB)/r2) = 0.

11



One can use these above conditions to parameterize the most general Bondi gauge metric

in the form [18]

ds2 = e2β V

r
du2 − 2e2βdudr + gAB(dxA − UAdu)(dxA − UBdu) (2.13)

whereupon solving Einstein’s equations allows one to simplify the functions parameterizing

the metric components in terms of the free data you identify in this process. For our purposes,

we can start with the simplified expansion in terms of free data.

The flat metric in retarded coordinates u = t− r also has the property that lines of fixed

(u, z, z̄) and varying r are null. Taking the large r limit with the remaining coordinates

fixed amounts to approaching future null infinity. Thus we will be looking at metrics that

approach

ds2 = −du2 − 2dudr + 2r2γzz̄dzdz̄ (2.14)

as r →∞ and have components that can be written in an expansion in 1
r
. The rate at which

the subleading terms are suppressed as compared to the flat metric components in these

coordinates involves a consistent interplay with the rate at which the matter stress tensor

falls off near null infinity. It turns out that for matter with the falloffs (see also [4, 19, 20]

where one needs to start from this point if switching from Bondi gauge)

Tuu ∼ O(r−2), Tur ∼ O(r−4), Trr ∼ O(r−4),

TuA ∼ O(r−2), TrA ∼ O(r−3), TAB ∼ O(r−1),

(2.15)
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one can write the metric near future null infinity as

ds2 =− du2 − 2dudr + 2r2γzz̄dzdz̄

+
2mB

r
du2 + rCzzdz

2 + rCz̄z̄dz̄
2

+

[
(DzCzz −

1

4r
∂z(CzzC

zz) +
4

3r
Nz)dudz + c.c

]
+ ..., (2.16)

in terms of the free data

{Czz,mB, Nz}. (2.17)

Note that here angular indices are raised with the unit sphere metric and DA denotes the

covariant derivatives compatible with this metric. Also Cz̄z̄ = C∗zz and Nz̄ = N∗z since the

metric is real. Czz(u, z, z̄) corresponds to the radiative data, and Nzz = ∂uCzz is referred to

as the news tensor. The news, but not Czz, should decay to zero at early and late times in a

system that is not continually radiating (up to a pure superrotation zero mode which we will

discuss shortly). mB is referred to as the Bondi mass and Nz is the angular momentum aspect

(where we have used the conventions of [2] for the definition of the angular momentum aspect

in (2.16)). Their S2 averages would correspond to the total mass and angular momentum.

To compare this to the quantities from the ADM formulation, however, one has to go to

u → −∞ because their values change as a function of u as radiation exits I+. The u-

evolution of mB and Nz are given by the constraint equations which give the first order

equations Guu = 8πGTuu

∂umB =
1

4

[
D2
zN

zz +D2
z̄N

z̄z̄
]
− Tuu,

Tuu ≡
1

4
NzzN

zz + 4πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMuu ], (2.18)
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and Guz = 8πGTMuz

∂uNz =
1

4
∂z
[
D2
zC

zz −D2
z̄C

z̄z̄
]

+ ∂zmB − Tuz,

Tuz ≡ 8πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMuz ]− 1

4
Dz[CzzN

zz]− 1

2
CzzDzN

zz. (2.19)

Here we have grouped the quadratic terms with the matter stress tensor. When analyzing

inhomogeneous effects a lot can be gleaned from the much simpler linearized theory, and

then corrected to include the higher order gravitational effects as another source term.

Now that we have expressed our metric expansion in powers of r in terms of the free data,

we can initiate an asymptotic symmetry analysis. We look for vectors which keep the falloffs

of (2.16) invariant, and then ask how the free data transform under these diffeomorphisms.

Namely, we want

Lξgur = O(r−2), Lξguz = O(1), Lξgzz = O(r), Lξguu = O(r−1). (2.20)

We find that this is locally satisfied by the vector fields

ξ =(1 +
u

2r
)Y z∂z −

u

2r
Dz̄DzY

z∂z̄ −
1

2
(u+ r)DzY

z∂r +
u

2
DzY

z∂u + c.c. (2.21)

+ f∂u −
1

r
(Dzf∂z +Dz̄f∂z̄) +DzDzf∂r + ...,

parameterized by

{f(z, z̄), Y z(z)} (2.22)

referred to as ‘supertranslations’ and ‘superrotations’ respectively (note the f is real and

Y z̄ = (Y z)∗). These Y A are conformal killing vectors (CKVs) of the celestial sphere metric.
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These act non-trivially on the free data [1, 21]

δξCzz = u
2
(DzY

z +Dz̄Y
z̄)∂uCzz + LYCzz − 1

2
(DzY

z +Dz̄Y
z̄)Czz − uD3

zY
z

+f∂uCzz − 2D2
zf

(2.23)

and have finite but non-zero canonical charge [22–25] whose linear part is integrable [18]

Qlin =
1

8πG

∫ √
γd2z

(
(2f + uDAY

A)mB + Y ANA

)
(2.24)

and evaluated at a cross section of future null infinity. They are thus part of the asymptotic

symmetry group [26]

ASG =
Allowed Gauge Symmetries

Trivial Gauge Symmetries
(2.25)

where we quotient by those diffeomorphisms which fall off too fast to give a finite canonical

charge, and the corresponding generators will be referred to as ‘large’ gauge transformations.

We see that the set of asymptotic symmetries is much larger than Poincaré. The extension

of the translation subgroup of Poincaré to the infinite dimensional abelian supertranslations

was noticed in the original efforts [8, 9]. The status of superrotations allowing arbitrary

meromorphic Y z beyond the Lorentz generators

Y z
12 = iz, Y z

13 = −1
2
(1 + z2), Y z

23 = − i
2
(1− z2),

Y z
03 = z, Y z

01 = −1
2
(1− z2), Y z

02 = − i
2
(1 + z2),

(2.26)

is central to this thesis. We will have more to say in section 4.1 when we demonstrate the

physical relevance of these symmetries to the perturbative gravitational S-matrix. There is

still some more groundwork to cover first. So far we have looked at the radial expansion of

the metric. We need to understand how the modes behave at early and late u and how they

match to data at past null infinity to make a statement about scattering.
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3 The Scattering Problem

In the last section, we introduced the asymptotic symmetry analysis near I+. A similar story

holds near I−. However, one would only expect a diagonal subgroup of BMS+ × BMS−

to be a symmetry of scattering. While we’ve identified the free data and form of the radial

expansion, we need some matching between this data and the corresponding data at past

null infinity to define the gravitational scattering problem.

One of the key insights of Strominger was to propose an antipodal matching across spatial

infinity [27]. Namely fields at I+
− at (z, z̄) get matched to fields at I−+ at (zA, z̄A) where the

antipodal map on the Riemann sphere is

z 7→ −1

z̄
, (3.1)

which indeed takes θ 7→ π − θ and φ 7→ φ + π. The original motivation cited the lefthand

diagram of Figure 2. In the conformal compactification, the generators of null infinity corre-

spond to the lightcone of i0, making an antipodal matching seem natural. This is a singular

point of the conformal compactification, so one should rightfully be cautious.

One nice example from [26] shows how a familiar smooth field configuration can exhibit

this antipodal matching due to the order of limits implicit in going to I+ versus I−. If we

take the radial electric field of a relativistic charge with velocity β and Lorentz boost factor

γ = 1√
1−β2

Frt(t, rx̂) =
e2

4π

Qγ(r − tx̂ · β)

|γ2(t− rx̂ · β)2 − t2 + r2|3/2 (3.2)
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then plugging in t = u+ r or t = v − r and taking the r →∞ limit gives respectively

Fru(u, rx̂) = e2

4π
Qγ(r−(u+r)x̂·β)

|γ2((u+r)−rx̂·β)2−(u+r)2+r2|3/2

= e2

4πr2
Q

γ2(1−x̂·β)2 + ...
(3.3)

while

Frv(v, rx̂) = e2

4π
Qγ(r−(v−r)x̂·β)

|γ2((v−r)−rx̂·β)2−(v−r)2+r2|3/2

= e2

4πr2
Q

γ2(1+x̂·β)2 + ...
(3.4)

From the point of view of plane waves passing freely through spacetime, entering and exiting

at antipodal points is also natural. However the fact that this matching occurs between

the data at u → −∞ and v → +∞ is non-obvious. For the moment we will take the

pragmatic approach that this matching does work for establishing a Ward identity using the

soft theorem.

In what follows the antipodal matching will be implicit in our choice of z coordinate near

past null infinity. This amounts to flipping the overall sign in the last two lines of (2.5) near

I− to avoid the appearance of zA’s in our matching conditions. For our study of gravitational

scattering the following matching conditions will be assumed [1,2]

Czz|I+
−

= Czz|I−+ , mB|I+
−

= mB|I−+ ,

∂[zNz̄]|I−+ = ∂[zNz̄]|I+
−
,

(3.5)

at each (z, z̄). We will elaborate on further restrictions on the u, v behavior as these fields

approach these I±± limits as we need them in section 4.1, but emphasize here these also

play an important part of defining what particular class of scattering problems are being

considered.
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3.1 Soft Theorems

We will need an additional field theoretic tool, that at first glance would appear unrelated to

the story of asymptotic flatness and asymptotic symmetries we’ve begun to construct above:

soft theorems. Coincidentally the relevant theorems were established by Weinberg [28] (see

also [29–34]) around the same time as the analyses by BMS. The statement of these theorems

amounts to the following observation: given a gauge theory amplitude, the amplitude with

one additional gauge boson exhibits a universal behavior as the momentum of the added

gauge boson is taken soft. Namely, it can be written in terms of a soft factor times the

original amplitude without this extra boson.

It is straightforward to prove the leading term diagrammatically, and a good textbook

reference is chapter 13 of [35] (see also chapter 6 of [36]). Begin with an on-shell scattering

amplitude A(pi), and consider the related amplitude where we add an outgoing massless

gauge boson to the final state, leaving the other scatterers unchanged. Taking the momentum

of extra boson to be

qµ = ω(1, q̂) (3.6)

we can ask what happens when we tune down the energy ω → 0.

pi q

=
∑

i∈ext

pi

pi + q

q

+ ...

1
April 2, 2019

Figure 3: Diagrammatic expansion of an amplitude with an extra gauge boson as its energy
is tuned towards zero. The leading contributions come from the soft gauge boson attaching
to the external lines.
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As in Figure 3, there will be contributions to this amplitude that come from diagrams

where the extra gauge boson attaches to one of the other external legs (which we will denote

as ‘hard’ particles in contrast to the ‘soft,’ low energy added gauge boson). Up to the vertex

factor and an extra propagator, the remainder of the diagram will take the same form as

A(pi), up to the fact that one of the legs has momentum pi + q instead of pi (or pi − q

when attached to an incoming leg) and so would no longer be on-shell. However, in the limit

that ω → 0 this momentum approaches the on-shell pi again, and the extra propagator is

proportional to

−i
(pi + q)2 +m2

i − iε
=

−i
2pi · q − iε

∝ 1

ω
(3.7)

(using p2
i = −m2 and q2 = 0) which diverges in this limit. (For a fermionic external leg the

numerator of the dirac propagator rewritten to have this denominator has a finite limit as

ω → 0.) The other diagrams left out in the ellipses will not contribute to this ‘Weinberg

pole.’ The form of the vertex factor will depend on the spin of both the added boson

and the external leg it is attaching to, however with some algebra one can show the latter

dependence drops out when combined with the modified propagator numerators as a result

of completeness relations for the appropriate spinors (or polarization tensors in the integer

spin case) [35]. One can extend this derivation to O(ω0) and find the universal relation

〈out|a±(q)S|in〉 = (S(0)± + S(1)±)〈out|S|in〉+O(ω) (3.8)

where A(pi) = 〈out|S|in〉 and

S(0)± = e
∑

k

Qk
pk · ε±
pk · q

S(1)± = −ie
∑

k

Qk
qµε
±
ν J

µν
k

pk · q
(3.9)

for an additional soft photon, while
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S(0)± =
κ

2

(pk · ε±)2

pk · q
S(1)± = −iκ

2

∑

k

pkµε
±µνqλJkλν
pk · q

(3.10)

for an additional soft graviton (where this form for the sub-leading soft theorems holds only

at tree-level). The ± subscripts indicate the helicity of the soft gauge boson and κ =
√

32πG.

Here we have assumed only one soft gauge boson has been inserted. Also we are suppressing

that the summation would involve a signed sum of the form ‘out’-‘in,’ if one takes p0
k > 0 for

all legs – i.e. in our conventions global energy-momentum and angular moment conservation

imply
∑
pk = 0 and

∑
Jkµν = 0 respectively (and for the U(1) case

∑
Qk = 0). Note that

the Jkµν acts as a differential operator on A(pi). In each case S(0) is O(ω−1) and S(1) is

O(ω0). The soft graviton relation actually extends to O(ω) [37].

The leading soft theorems are due to Weinberg [28]. The subleading soft photon is due

to the work of Low, Burnett, Kroll, Goldberger, and Gell-Mann [29–32] (see also [33, 38,

39]). The subleading soft graviton theorem was not discovered until nearly fifty years after

the leading soft graviton theorem [37], and the search for it was inspired by the emerging

connections between existing soft theorems and asymptotic symmetries [27, 40]. Followup

papers by Strominger & co. that have further explored these connections include [21,41,42]

for the leading soft graviton; [43–50] for the leading soft photon and gluon; and [51, 52] for

the subleading soft photon. The topic of this thesis will be the subleading soft graviton,

which has the most recent origin story and is a prime example of benefits we gain from

filling in gaps based on the framework of the IR triangle.

Now that we have stated the soft theorems for a single soft gauge boson, it is important

to point out that this is only the tip of the iceberg. The Weinberg poles appear in loop

corrections to amplitudes, when a gauge boson attached to two external legs goes soft. Here,

the effect of the pole is more sinister because the loop momentum must be integrated over,

giving a divergence in d ≤ 4 dimensions. When you sum over any number of such possible
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loops, this divergence exponentiates with the sign of the exponent such that amplitude is

damped and vanishes when you remove your IR cutoff.

One way to get a finite answer is to use the Weinberg pole divergence for soft emission

to our advantage. When summing over an arbitrary number of additional soft photons or

gravitons, one can show that the leading soft factors exponentiate. Thus, if one argues that

a ‘physical’ observer could not measure boson emission at energies below some cutoff E

and missing total energy up to a scale of the same order of magnitude, then the IR cutoff

dependence of the inclusive cross-section cancels between virtual and real soft emissions,

leaving only a dependence on the physical measurement scale E. Moreover in this soft

regime, the exponential behavior of the cross-section implies that soft gauge boson emissions

follow a Poisson distribution, which has bearing in connecting to semiclassical interpretations

of Bremsstrahlung (see sections 6.1 and 6.5 of [36]). We will be interested in such connections

in our study of memory effects in section 4.2.

Thus one might fear that we have to abandon the notion of a well defined (IR finite)

S-matrix and settle for inclusive cross-sections. However, the work of Cheung, Kibble, and

Faddeev and Kulish [53–58] suggested coherent state scattering as an alternative – i.e. the

fact that S-matrix elements between the standard Fock states are zero is a symptom of

considering the wrong scattering states rather than a diagnosis that no IR finite S-matrix

exists. This continues to be an active area of research, both from the point of view of

asymptotic symmetries [59–62] and on the phenomenological side [63–67]. One interesting

viewpoint promulgated by [68] (see also [26]) is that the vanishing of the Fock state S-matrix

elements is a consequence of non-conservation of the ‘large’ gauge charges associated with

the relevant asymptotic symmetry group. The sum over soft states within inclusive cross

sections gives a non-zero result because there is a state in that sum which satisfies the charge

conservation condition.
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3.2 Mode Expansions

In order to make any statement connecting the asymptotic symmetry analysis of section 2 to

the soft theorems studied here, we need to know how to relate the radiative free data in (2.17)

to the creation/annihilation operator insertion in (3.8) and its incoming soft boson analog.

We will include the photon and graviton examples, with the latter being the primary focus

in what follows. Conventions used here for the photon case can also be found in [43], and

those for the graviton in [1]. Using bondi coordinates as in (2.5) and a null boson momentum

as in (3.6) with energy ωq and q̂ parameterized by the projective coordinate w we have

qµ =
ωq

1 + ww̄
(1 + ww̄, w + w̄, i (w̄ − w) , 1− ww̄) . (3.11)

The relevant polarization tensors are

ε+µ(~q) =
1√
2

(w̄, 1,−i,−w̄) ,

ε−µ(~q) =
1√
2

(w, 1, i,−w) , (3.12)

for a ±1 helicity photon, and

ε±µν = ε±µε±ν , (3.13)

for a ±2 helicity graviton. These obey ε±µqµ = ε±µµ = 0. We can then perform a mode

expansion

Aµ(x) = e
∑

α=±

∫
d3q

(2π)3

1

2ωq

[
εα∗µ (~q)aα(~q)eiq·x + εαµ(~q)aα(~q)†e−iq·x

]
, (3.14)
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and

hµν(x) =
∑

α=±

∫
d3q

(2π)3

1

2ωq

[
εα∗µν(~q)aα(~q)eiq·x + εαµν(~q)aα(~q)†e−iq·x

]
, (3.15)

where the Fourier coefficients are promoted to operators in the quantum theory that obey

[aα(~q), aβ(~q′)†] = 2ωqδαβ(2π)3δ3 (~q − ~q′) . (3.16)

We can now identify which modes correspond to the free data at null infinity from section 2.

From the definition of the metric expansion (2.16), the radiative data from (2.17) becomes

Cz̄z̄(u, z, z̄) = κ lim
r→∞

1

r
hz̄z̄(u, r, z, z̄), (3.17)

while the familiar radiation mode from an accelerating charge that is O(r−1) in cartesian

coordinates becomes

Az̄(u, z, z̄) = lim
r→∞
Az̄(u, r, z, z̄). (3.18)

We note that while Bondi gauge and harmonic gauge (which is more convenient for evaluating

the soft theorems) differ in how they propagate the free data to subleading modes, this

discrepancy will not affect our interpretation of the leading radiative modes. In each case,

the Jacobian matrix elements ∂z̄x
µ are used to transform to cartesian coordinates. Note that

for large r and fixed u, the phase factors are rapidly oscillating

eiq·x = e−iωqu−iωqr(1−q̂·x̂) (3.19)

and the limit as r →∞ picks out the saddle point in the angular integral over q̂ in the mode

expansion, localizing to the modes for which q̂ is parallel to x̂. As relevant to our study

of memory effects in section 4.2, this implies that the momentum of the radiation points

in the same direction as the spatial vector from the source to the location of the observer
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seeing/feeling it at large r. In particular, in (u, r, z, z̄) coordinates, the polarization tensors

have angular components

ε+
z̄ (~q) = ∂z̄x

µε+
µ (~q) =

√
2r (1 + zw̄)

(1 + zz̄)2 , ε−z̄ (~q) = ∂z̄x
µε−µ (~q) =

√
2rz (w − z)

(1 + zz̄)2 , (3.20)

so at the saddle point ε−z̄ and, from the complex conjugated expressions, ε+
z vanish. We then

get the simple relations

Az̄ = − ieε̂
+
z̄

8π2

∞∫

0

dωq
(
a−(ωqx̂)e−iωqu − a+(ωqx̂)†eiωqu

)
, (3.21)

and

Cz̄z̄ = − iκ

8π2
ε̂+
z̄z̄

∫ ∞

0

dωq
(
a−(ωqx̂)e−iωqu − a+(ωqx̂)†eiωqu

)
, (3.22)

where we have introduced the radially rescaled and saddle-point evaluated polarization ten-

sors

ε̂+
z̄ =

1

r
ε+
z̄ =

√
2

1 + zz̄
, ε̂+

z̄z̄ =
1

r2
ε+
z̄z̄ =

2

(1 + zz̄)2
. (3.23)

Similar expansions exist at past null infinity, and are needed to discuss incoming radiation.

From the final form of the mode expansions (3.21-3.22), one can see that the soft limits of

section 3.1 pick out the slowly-varying-in-u modes. We now have the tools we need to make

asymptotic symmetry statements about the tree level S-matrix using soft theorems. In the

next section we will use these tools to demonstrate the physical relevance of superrotations

to the perturbative gravitational S-matrix.
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4 Superrotations

The goal of this section is three-fold. We will prove a Ward Identity for superrotations

in 4.1, describe the physical observable they correspond to in 4.2, and show that the same

soft mode we use in both of those subsections also can be interpreted as a stress tensor for

a putative 2D holographic dual in 4.3. These computations will be based on the results

of [1], [2], and [69], respectively. The following section will push this interpretation beyond

the infrared and build the tools to map any 4D S-matrix element to the proposed 2D dual.

4.1 Ward Identity

In this section we show that the tree level scattering matrix for quantum gravity possesses a

Virasoro symmetry. This is an infinite dimensional enhancement of the Lorentz subgroup of

isometries of Minkowski space, and is an essential step to motivating a 2D holographic dual

to scattering in 4D asymptotically flat spacetimes. The following calculations will closely

follow the original demonstration in [1], which use as a starting point the previous results:

• There exists a universal relation between scattering matrix elements with and without

an additional low momentum graviton in the external states, through subleading order

as the energy of this graviton is tuned to zero. This is the subleading soft graviton

theorem of Cachazo and Strominger [37].

• There is a proposed extension of the asymptotic symmetry algebra of asymptotically

flat spacetimes beyond the original BMS algebra of Lorentz transformations and su-

pertranslations [8, 9], which allows punctures on the celestial sphere, promoting the

global SL(2,C) Lorentz transformations to two copies of the Witt algebra. These are

known as superrotations and were motivated in [70,71]. In particular, we will need the

canonical charge computations of [18,72,73].
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We will demonstrate that S-matrix elements satisfy a Ward identity for a diagonal subgroup

of superrotations acting at future and past null infinity. Moreover, this Ward identity holds

precisely because these S-matrix elements obey the subleading soft graviton theorem [37].

This exercise thereby cements the physical role of superrotations.

This computation combines the tools we’ve set up in sections 2 and 3. Since we are

proving a symmetry of the scattering problem, we will need to write the I− versions of many

of the above equations as well. Performing a Bondi expansion of the metric near past and

future null infinity we find (2.16)

ds2 =− du2 − 2dudr + 2r2γzz̄dzdz̄

+
2mB

r
du2 + rCzzdz

2 + rCz̄z̄dz̄
2 (4.1)

+

[
(DzCzz −

1

4r
∂z(CzzC

zz) +
4

3r
Nz)dudz + c.c

]
+ ...,

near I+ and

ds2 =− dv2 + 2dvdr + 2r2γzz̄dzdz̄

+
2mB

r
dv2 − rCzzdz2 − rCz̄z̄dz̄2 (4.2)

+

[
(DzCzz +

1

4r
∂z(CzzC

zz) +
4

3r
Nz)dvdz + c.c

]
+ ...,

near I−. The superrotation vector field was given near I+ in the first line of (2.21) and, to

distinguish the actions near I± we add superscripts to the Y z here

ξ+ = (1 +
u

2r
)Y +z∂z −

u

2r
Dz̄DzY

+z∂z̄ −
1

2
(u+ r)DzY

+z∂r +
u

2
DzY

+z∂u + c.c.+ ... (4.3)
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near I+ and

ξ− = (1− v

2r
)Y −z∂z +

v

2r
Dz̄DzY

−z∂z̄ −
1

2
(r − v)DzY

−z∂r +
v

2
DzY

−z∂v + c.c.+ ... (4.4)

near I−. The diagonal subgroup of BMS+×BMS− is the one generated by Y +z(z) = Y −z(z)

where we note that on I− we are implicitly using the antipodal z as compared to near I+

corresponding to the sign flip of x̂ in (2.5) discussed at the beginning of section 3.

As detailed in section 2.3, in addition to the radiative data Czz, we have the Bondi mass

aspect mB and angular momentum aspects Nz which appear in the canonical charge 2.24,

and whose u-evolution is governed by the constraint equations (2.18-2.19)

∂umB = 1
4

[D2
zN

zz +D2
z̄N

z̄z̄]− Tuu,

Tuu ≡ 1
4
NzzN

zz + 4πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMuu ],

∂uNz = 1
4
∂z [D2

zC
zz −D2

z̄C
z̄z̄] + ∂zmB − Tuz,

Tuz ≡ 8πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMuz ]− 1
4
Dz[CzzN

zz]− 1
2
CzzDzN

zz,

(4.5)

near I+ and

∂vmB = −1
4

[D2
zN

zz +D2
z̄N

z̄z̄] + Tvv,

Tvv ≡ 1
4
NzzN

zz + 4πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMvv ],

∂vNz = −1
4
∂z [D2

zC
zz −D2

z̄C
z̄z̄] + ∂zmB + Tvz,

Tvz ≡ 8πG lim
r→∞

[r2TMvz ]− 1
4
Dz[CzzN

zz]− 1
2
CzzDzN

zz,

(4.6)

near I−. In addition to the matching conditions in (3.5), we need to specify the early and

late u and v behavior of the radiative modes. In these limits, we expect the matter stress

tensor to vanish. We will be following a generalization of the Christodouloud-Klainerman [74]
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conditions that allows for superrotations. Imposing the restrictions

∂z̄Nzz|I±± = 0, D2
z̄Czz −D2

zCzz|I±± = 0, (4.7)

we consider

Czz(u, z, z̄) ∼ −2u(∂zw)1/2∂2
z (∂zw)−1/2 − 2D2

zf +O(u−3/2),

Czz(v, z, z̄) ∼ 2v(∂zw)1/2∂2
z (∂zw)−1/2 + 2D2

zf +O(v−3/2). (4.8)

The first term is the exponentiated version of the infinitesimal superrotation shift in (2.23),

while the second term is a pure supertranslation which also appears there.

Let us refer to the linearized canonical charge (2.24) defined at future null infinity as Q+,

and the corresponding expression at past null infinity as Q−. These are currently defined

in terms of the bondi mass and angular momentum aspects at a given cross section of I±,

which we take to be I+
− and I−+ , respectively, so that we may apply our matching conditions

of section 3. However, we can use the constraint equations (4.5-4.6) and Stokes’s theorem to

rewrite Q+ (Q−) as an integral over future (past) null infinity plus a boundary term at I+
+

(I−− ). In the following we assume only massless matter and that no black holes are formed,

so that the boundary terms near i+ and i− are trivial. The generalization to the massive

case has been considered in [75]. In this case, we have the following superrotation charges

Q+(Y ) = − 1
8πG

∫ √
γd2zdu∂u

(
uDAY

AmB + Y ANA

)
,

Q−(Y ) = 1
8πG

∫ √
γd2zdv∂v

(
uDAY

AmB + Y ANA

)
.

(4.9)

Our goal will be to show that this charge implies a conservation law for perturbative S-matrix

elements, namely

〈out|Q+(Y )S − SQ−(Y )|in〉 = 0. (4.10)
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One thing worth noting is that, as we mentioned above, (2.24) is only the linearized

charge and that there was a non-integrable term. The obstruction in [18] is

Θs[δχ, χ] =
1

32πG

∫ √
γd2zDCY

CNABδC
AB (4.11)

modulo addition of an exact term which is a total variation on phase space. If this is

evaluated at I+
− then we can use (4.7), to simplify Θs. This term would vanish if one consid-

ered only linearized variations around a background with no superrotation mode excited so

that Nzz|I+
−

= 0 and not just ∂z̄Nzz|I+
−

= 0. This allows us to perform the supertranslation

analysis [21] for which (2.24) is the full charge when Y A = 0. For superrotations, there is

an additional integrable quadratic piece proportional to DAY
A. Here we take the approach

of [1] and avoid this subtlety by accepting the fact that we can construct the charges (4.9)

starting from the linearized terms (2.24) and show that (4.10) holds. In the end, the match-

ing conditions of (3.5) are enough to show that classically Q+ = Q−, we now want to use

the subleading soft theorem (3.10) to show that this holds as an S-matrix Ward identity.

The righthand sides of the constraint equations (4.5-4.6) take the form of a piece linear

in CAB (recall NAB = ∂uCAB) plus a Tµν term which is a combination of the matter stress

tensor and terms quadratic in CAB. Inserting these expressions into the integral form of the

charges (4.9), one can see that this produces a natural splitting of Q± = Q±S + Q±H into a

‘soft’ (Q±S ) and a ‘hard’ (Q±H) piece. We refer to the term linear in the metric perturbation

as the ‘soft’ piece because, as we can see from the mode expansion of (3.22), the u integral

will pick up fourier modes with ω → 0, in a manner we will make precise shortly. Similarly,

the ‘hard’ piece picks up contributions from the matter fields and graviton modes that are

not soft. The terms quadratic in CAB that appear in QH will act linearly on the graviton

field, while the soft part contributes to an inhomogeneous shift (which is the origin of the

Goldstone mode interpretation of these ‘large’ gauge transformations [27]).
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We can then explicitly write down the soft part of the charge in terms of the mode

expansion

Q+
S = − 1

16πG

∫

I+

dud2zD3
zY

zuN z
z̄, Q−S =

1

16πG

∫

I−
dvd2zD3

zY
zvN z

z̄, (4.12)

while the hard part is defined so as to act as ξµ∂µ, appropriately transformed to momentum

space. For example,

Q−H |in〉 = −i
∑

k

(
Y z(zk)∂zk −

Ek
2
DzY

z(zk)∂Ek

)
|in〉, (4.13)

where the incoming momenta are parameterized by (Ek, zk, z̄k)

pµk =
Ek

1 + zkz̄k
(1 + zkz̄k, z̄k + zk, i(z̄k − zk), 1− zkz̄k) . (4.14)

A similar expression exists for Q+
H acting on the 〈out| state. Up to the caveat that the

quadratic graviton part is added into our effective stress tensor, this would be the expected

action of the matter stress tensor in the quantum theory sans gravity, as the generator of

translations. Here we have complexified the superrotation charge by considering only the

Y z component. One can add the Hermitian conjugated terms to get a proper superrotation

preserving the reality of the metric, however this complexification will be useful when we

construct a putative 2D stress tensor in section 4.3.

In order to regulate the u integral appearing in Q+
S , we define

Nω
z̄z̄ ≡

∫
eiωu∂uCz̄z̄du, (4.15)

where comparison with (3.22) shows that the sign of ω as ω → 0 determines whether a− or
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a†+ is selected. Further defining the subleading soft graviton mode operator N
(1)
z̄z̄ as

N
(1)
z̄z̄ ≡

∫
duuNz̄z̄

= − lim
ω→0

i
2
(∂ωN

ω
z̄z̄ + ∂−ωN

−ω
z̄z̄ )

= iκ
8π
ε̂+
z̄z̄ lim
ω→0

(1 + ω∂ω)[a−(ωx̂)− a+(ωx̂)†],

(4.16)

we can check that the commutation relations (3.16) indeed imply that Q+
S as given in (4.12)

generates the appropriate inhomogeneous shift (2.23)

[Q+
S , Czz]=

1

32π3

∫ √
γd2wD3

wY
w lim
ω→0

(1 + ω∂ω)

∫ ∞

0

dωq([a+(ωx̂)†, a+(ωqx̂)]e−iωqu + [a−(ωx̂), a−(ωqx̂)†]eiωqu)

= iD3
zY

z lim
ω→0

(1 + ω∂ω)
sinωu

ω
(4.17)

= iuD3
zY

z,

provided that [Qξ, ·]↔ −iLξ.

Note that the lim
ω→0

(1 + ω∂ω) projection operator that appears as a result of the u∂u in

the u-integral of Czz precisely projects out the leading Weinberg pole and any terms that

vanish as ω → 0 in (3.8), leaving us with precisely the subleading soft factor term at O(ω0).

To check the Ward identity (4.10), we thus need to show the soft theorem is consistent with

the hard action (4.13), namely

〈out|Q+
SS − SQ−S |in〉 = −〈out|Q+

HS − SQ−H |in〉. (4.18)

Note that either an outgoing or an incoming soft graviton will give a soft factor with contribu-

tions from both the in-state and out-state particles. Meanwhile, the hard part of the charges

act on each separately. By 4D crossing the soft factor for an outgoing −2-helicity graviton

is equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign, to an incoming +2-helicity graviton. Thus the
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contributions from Q+
S and Q−S in (4.18) add to twice the contribution of Q+

S coming from the

annihilation operator term in N
(1)
z̄z̄ acting on 〈out|. Explicitly our parameterization (4.14)

gives the soft factor (3.10)

S(1)− =
κ

2

∑

k

(
Ek(z − zk)(1 + zz̄k)

(z̄k − z̄)(1 + zkz̄k)
∂Ek +

(z − zk)2

(z̄k − z̄)
∂zk +

∑

k

(z − zk)(1 + zz̄k)

(z̄ − z̄k)(1 + zkz̄k)
sk

)
(4.19)

where the kth particle has momentum pk and helicity sk (recall Jkµν can be written as a

differential operator acting on the on-shell particle momenta). One then just needs to verify

γzz̄D3
z(ε̂

+
z̄z̄S

(1)−) = −πκ
∑

k

(
Dzδ

(2)(z−zk)Ek∂Ek +2δ(2)(z−zk)∂zk−skDzδ
(2)(z−zk)

)
(4.20)

and plug this into Q+
S with N

(1)
z̄z̄ ↔ iκ

8π
S(1)− to show

〈out|Q+
SS − SQ−S |in〉 = −i∑

k

(
Y z(zk)∂zk −

Ek
2
DzY

z(zk)∂Ek +
sk
2
DzY

z(zk)

)
〈out|S|in〉, (4.21)

so that (4.18) is satisfied. We have thus completed our first task, showing that superrotations

are a relevant symmetry of the S-matrix in perturbative quantum gravity. Note that while

the subleading soft theorem implies the superrotation Ward identity, the converse is not

true. This has led to ongoing discussions of even further enlargement of the asymptotic

symmetry group, e.g. from CKVs to Diff(S2) [76], which require relaxing the boundary

conditions. Also, note the results here only hold at tree-level due to the validity of the soft

theorem. However, loop corrections to the subleading soft theorem have been investigated

in [39, 77–80] and [81] provides a one-loop exact correction to the soft graviton mode in QS

and the stress tensor we will define in 4.3, so that it maintains the 2D Ward identity. Before

investigating what this soft graviton mode means in 2D, we will discuss its observable effects

in 4D, namely as a new memory effect we call ‘spin memory’ [2].
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4.2 Spin memory

The low energy fourier modes of the radiative data that appear as soft operators in S-matrix

elements classically correspond to physical observables that are long term effects. The first

step to appreciating what these observables are is to understand how to translate the gauge

field fluctuations we’ve been studying into effects on test objects. Then one can ask how to

select the particular soft modes that correspond to a given soft factor. Because we saw above

that soft theorems are associated to asymptotic symmetries we see that these observables

are also harbingers of the relevance of a certain asymptotic symmetry. Put another way, we

can see what exactly we expect to learn by measuring a particular memory effect.

We would not expect their measurement to tell us something new about the underlying

equations of motion, because they are derived from the Maxwell and Einstein equations we

already know. Rather, they do serve to tell us something about the appropriate boundary

conditions. For example, one with a very pragmatic bent might nix the study of asymptotic

symmetries of asymptotically flat spacetimes from the start, given that current observations

tell us that our universe has a non-zero cosmological constant. So we should have really

started with an analysis of asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes, which have a different con-

formal boundary structure. The memory effects here serve as a bit of a reality check, bringing

infinity from the ‘edge of spacetime’ to the ‘radiation zone’ relative to an astrophysical or

particle collider event of interest – where one is far away compared to the scale set by the

impact parameter, but much smaller than the scales set by our tiny cosmological constant.

Our ultimate goal for this section is to understand the spin memory effect. As a warm-up

we will introduce the electromagnetic [82, 83] and leading gravitation displacement mem-

ory [84–91] analogs, in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, following [3] and [41]. We will then describe

the spin memory effect in section 4.2.3, and further discuss the interplay with asymptotic

symmetries in section 4.2.4.
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4.2.1 A U(1) Example

The leading electromagnetic example of the memory effect [82] is one of the simplest to

interpret and already pinpoints a contradistinction to arguments that use an effective detec-

tor cutoff, as in section 3.1, to say that very low energy bosons won’t be measured by real

detectors [3]. The analog of the asymptotic symmetry analysis of section 2.3, is to perform

a radial expansion of the gauge field on a fixed Minkowski space background and one finds

that after appropriate gauge fixing the asymptotic symmetry group contains gauge trans-

formations that modify Az̄ in (3.18) by ∂z̄ε(z, z̄) [43]. The point we care about here is that

given an abelian gauge Aµ field it is straightforward to evaluate its field strength Fµν , and

use the Lorentz force law to say how a test charge will react. A non-zero leading Weinberg

soft mode (3.9) implies that the time integral of the radiative part of the electromagnetic

field is non-zero for generic scattering events. This gives a net kick to freely floating test

charges [82], a net displacement to test charges embedded in a viscous fluid [3], and the

corresponding change in the gauge field may be measurable using superconductors [92].

In sum, Gauss’s law applied to a Cauchy surface pushed up to null infinity relates the

integral of the radiative field to the change between incoming and outgoing current config-

urations (as well as any massless charge fluxes through null infinity). This correlates with

the universality of the soft factor in that it only depends on the charge/kinematics of the

asymptotic states. Indeed, for massive charged matter, the leading soft theorem (3.9) obeys

− e
4π

lim
ω→0

ω[Dz ε̂∗+z S(0)+ +Dz̄ ε̂∗−z̄ S(0)−] = − e2

4π

∑
k

Qk
γ2
k(1−~βk·x̂)2

, (4.22)

for pµk = mγk(1, ~βk). The left hand side is some operator acting on a low energy radiative

mode (O(r−1) in cartesian coordinates) while the right hand side is the superposition of the

familiar Coulombic field (at O(r−2)) of a boosted charge as in (3.3) [93].
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As familiar from the Liénard-Wiechert potential, a charge radiates when it accelerates,

the time integral of its acceleration is just its velocity kick, so it’s no surprise that a certain

zero mode of the radiation only depends on the asymptotic trajectories of the charges. This

measurable effect on test objects depends on the magnitude of Fµν rather than its square,

which would be the ordinary energy flux. If one imagines controlling the acceleration as with

charged beads moving on a rigid wire, we can tune the magnitude of the energy flux down

arbitrarily by making the acceleration from the fixed initial trajectory to final trajectory

take place over a longer time frame. Thus even though we might not have a photodiode that

will detect our soft quanta, we can still make observable statements about these low energy

constraints on scattering.

4.2.2 Gravitational Displacement Memory

In the same manner that radiation from an accelerating charge will kick a test charge,

a pulse of gravitational radiation displaces nearby inertial detectors. This displacement

memory effect has been studied since the 70s in [83–91, 94, 95]. The only barrier to making

a similar statement about gravitational memory, is to know how to go from perturbations of

the metric in Bondi gauge (2.16) to statements about the motion of test bodies. For this we

can use the geodesic deviation equation. If we consider two nearby inertial detectors sitting

at large r with tangent vector tµ, relative displacement vector sµ, and proper time τ , we

have

∂2
τs
µ = Rµ

λρνt
λtρsν . (4.23)

We can now evaluate the Riemann tensor for the metric expansion (2.16), in particular

Rzuzu = −1

2
r∂2

uCzz. (4.24)
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Now because at large r we can take τ ∼ u and tµ∂µ = ∂u, we have

∂2
us
z̄ =

γzz̄

2r
∂2
uCzzs

z. (4.25)

We can integrate this twice in u to find that along future null infinity the relative displacement

changes by

∆+sz̄ = −γ
zz̄

r
D2
z∆

+fsz (4.26)

at leading order in 1
r
. We have used the u-falloff conditions (4.8) and the fact that the

pure superrotation mode is projected out by the two u derivatives. (Note [41] and earlier

analyses would have excluded the pure superrotation mode in (4.8), and there are only non-

trivial vacuum transitions in this mode for backgrounds with snapping cosmic strings [96],

so it would be pure gauge here. We will have more to say about vacuum transitions in

section 4.2.4.) The point of [41] is to tie this memory effect into the asymptotic symmetry

⇔ soft theorem results [21, 27], by showing that the low energy mode picked up by the

leading soft graviton theorem (3.10) is precisely this displacement memory shift – i.e. the

Weinberg pole is the fourier transform of the relative displacement profile which looks like

step-function at long time scales.

There are various contributions to the memory effect [15], in particular Christodoulou

showed that gravitational radiation can itself source this displacement memory [88]. A simple

analog of (4.22) holds for the contribution of a set of boosted massive particles, namely [3]

− κ
16π

lim
ω→0

ω[DzDz ε̂∗+zz S
(0)+ +Dz̄Dz̄ ε̂∗−z̄z̄ S

(0)−] =
∑
k

Gmk
γ3
k(1−~βk·x̂)3 (4.27)

where the lefthand side is the leading soft graviton factor (3.10) and the righthand side
∑
mB(mk, ~βk) a sum of the Bondi mass contributions from a bunch of boosted objects,

which can be compared to the appendix of [8].
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4.2.3 A New Gravitational Memory

The result of [41] completed one iteration of the IR triangle. With the above U(1) case also

understood in this context [3], it was clear that more iterations abounded. We will now show

that one can construct a memory effect corresponding to the subleading soft theorem.

For the moment we will suppress the pure superrotation gauge mode in our analysis, and

consider pure supertranslated early and late u behavior (4.8)

Czz|I+
±

= −2D2
zf
±. (4.28)

As can be seen from the subleading soft mode N (1) in (4.16), the u∂uCzz appearing in the

integrand projects out the pure supertranslated asymptotes of Czz. Another way to project

out the I+
± limits of Czz, and thereby the contribution associated to the leading soft factor,

is to use the fact that f ∈ R, or the boundary condition this came from, namely (4.7)

D2
z̄Czz −D2

zCzz|I+
±

= 0. (4.29)

In particular, this combination will have a finite u-integral, and we can use this to form our

desired memory effect.

Ideally a ‘memory effect’ is an observable that is not just low energy, but rather can

be measured as a change between an initial state and final state, that can be measured

by comparing an apparatus at early and late times. In practice even though the leading

memory effect has this form, that type of wait-and-repeat measurement would be more

viable for future space-based detectors like eLISA. Another proposal is to uses pulsar timing

arrays [97] where the signature of the memory is a linearly growing pulsar timing residual

coming from the time integral of a constant displacement in Czz. (When a gravitational
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wave propagates between us and the pulsar its frequency shifts by a fraction proportional

to Czz and the accumulated shift up to a given observation time is called the pulsar timing

residual. While we want to project out such a linearly growing piece to get a finite spin

memory, it is a feature that would help to observationally identify the displacement memory

using this method.) Yet another hope is to see the leading displacement memory in signals

from Advanced LIGO [98]. For this proposal one needs to process the waveform and take

into account that the detector will be insensitive to very low frequency oscillations . 10

Hz. Given this variety for how to actually measure the displacement memory effect, we will

content ourselves with still using the term ‘memory effect’ to describe an experiment where

we can compare a measurement at the beginning and end of a long integration time even if

the experiment has to be constantly running during that interval.

We define the spin memory observable to be an accumulated time delay measured by

a Sagnac-like detector where two counterrotating beams acquire this delay due to angular

momentum flux of either gravitational waves or other spinning matter that passes through

the ring. Ordinary Sagnac interferometers are used for laser-based gyroscopes to measure

rotation, and LIGO is a zero-area Sagnac interferometer [99]. Here we want the system to

be sensitive to rotations. Moreover we consider a configuration with the beam paths at fixed

Bondi coordinates – ‘BMS detectors’ as used in [41]. That an inertial ring would tend to

rotate is consistent with the usual implementation of a Sagnac detector (as there, one could

keep track of the interference pattern between the two beams rather than when packets cross

a moving reference point on the rotating ring). The feasibility of measuring spin memory

with the Einstein telescope has been considered in [100].

Consider such a detector whose path defines a circle C of radius L centered at a point z0

in Bondi coordinates near I+, i.e. for angular coordinate φ around this path
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Z(φ) = z0

[
1 +

Leiφ

2r

1 + z0z̄0√
z0z̄0

]
+O

(
L2

r2

)
. (4.30)

A light ray that begins at φ = 0 at u = 0 will follow a trajectory φ(u) such that

0 = ds2 = 1− 2r2γzz̄∂uZ∂uZ̄ − 2mB
r
− rCzz(∂uZ)2 − rCz̄z̄(∂uZ̄)2

− [DzCzz∂uZ +Dz̄Cz̄z̄∂uZ̄] + ...
(4.31)

As long as Czz does not change much during the time it takes to make a single orbit, the

difference in time it takes for the two counter-propagating beams to each complete a single

orbit will be given by the part that is odd under ∂uZ → −∂uZ

∆P =

∮

C

(
DzCzzdz +Dz̄Cz̄z̄dz̄

)
. (4.32)

This vanishes for a pure supertranslation, as can be seen by invoking Stokes’s theorem to

rewrite this as a surface integral of the quantity (4.29). Now just as one would use the limit

of Riemann sums to form the integral of an appropriately behaved function, measuring the

accumulated time delay along future null infinity by adding up ∆P for each orbit gives the

integral

∆+u =
1

2πL

∫
du

∮

C

(
DzCzzdz +Dz̄Cz̄z̄dz̄

)
, (4.33)

which we will show is precisely the subleading soft graviton mode.

Using that the linearized expectation value of the metric perturbation obeys the semi-

classical relation

( lim
ω→0+

+ lim
ω→0−

)hαβ(ω, q) = εαβ( lim
ω→0+

+ lim
ω→0−

)
An+1

(
p1,...pn;(ωq,εµν)

)

An
(
p1,...pn

)

= iκεαβε
µν

n∑
k=1

pkµJkνλq
λ

q·pk ,
(4.34)
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where the symmetrized limits for ω → 0± is designed to cancel the leading Weinberg pole,

the stationary phase approximation from section 3.2 then gives

∫
duCzz(u, q̂)−

∫
dvCzz(v, q̂) = −( lim

ω→0+
+ lim

ω→0−
)
iκ

8π
∂zX

µ∂zX
νhµν(ω, q̂), (4.35)

so we find

Im
[ ∫

duDzDzCz̄z̄ −
∫
dvDzDzCz̄z̄

]
=

κ

8π
[DzDz ε̂∗+zz S

(1)+ −Dz̄Dz̄ ε̂∗−z̄z̄ S
(1)−]. (4.36)

Up to an application of Stokes’s theorem this is just the combination of past and future null

infinity contributions of (4.33).

We will now write an expression for the time delay (4.33) in terms of a change in the angu-

lar momentum aspect and angular energy momentum flux through null infinity. Multiplying

the constraint equation (2.19) by the Green’s function

G(z;w) = log sin2 Θ

2
, sin2 Θ(z, w)

2
≡ |z − w|2

(1 + ww̄)(1 + zz̄)
(4.37)

which obeys

∂z∂z̄G(z;w) = 2πδ2(z − w)− 1

2
γzz̄, (4.38)

we find

∆+u = − 1

π2L
Im

∫

DC

d2wγww̄

∫
d2z∂z̄G(z;w)

[
∆+Nz +

∫
duTuz

]
. (4.39)

By considering only massless matter, as in section 4.1 with trivial data at i±, we have no

contributions from Nz|I+
+

and Nz|I−− , and can match the remaining across i0 using (3.5), to
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find a total time delay sourced by angular momentum flux through null infinity

∆τ ≡ ∆+u−∆−v = − 1

π2L
Im

∫

DC

d2wγww̄

∫
d2z∂z̄G(z;w)

[∫
duTuz −

∫
dvTvz

]
. (4.40)

To get a sense of how small this effect is let us consider quadrupole radiation [89] with

no incoming news or stress tensor flux along I− and see what its contribution to the above

time delay will be. The news tensor is given in terms of the Y z
k ∝ εijkY

z
ij of (2.26)

Nzz = NY i
z Y

j
z (4.41)

picking i = j, Y z
i = z and a gaussian profile in u

N =
α

(2π)1/4
∂ue

−u2+iωu, (4.42)

we then have ∫
duTuz =

3i

2
α2ω∂z

z2z̄2

(1 + zz̄)4
, (4.43)

so that the accumulated time delay around a contour C is

∆+u =
3α2ω

πL

∫

DC

d2wγww̄

[
w2w̄2

(1 + ww̄)4
− 1

30

]
. (4.44)

If the area DC on the celestial sphere bounded by the curve C is of order L2/r2, we would

have ∆+u ∼ α2L
r2 , which is to be compared with the 1

r
scaling of (4.26).

4.2.4 Vacuum Transitions

There is a stronger interplay between memory effects and asymptotic symmetries than we

have emphasized thus far. The examples have focused on how the subleading soft theorems
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correspond to memory observables. Their connection to the asymptotic symmetries then

hinges on the existing asymptotic symmetry⇔ soft theorem leg of the IR triangle. However,

there is more direct connection in terms of vacuum transitions and symplectic pairing which

we now explore.

For the leading U(1) and gravitational cases, we have early and late u data related to

one another by a large gauge transformation. Avoiding superrotations for the moment, we

have (4.28) as the asymptotic behavior of Czz near I+
± . Meanwhile performing a supertrans-

lation generates the inhomogeneous shift

δshiftf Czz = −2D2
zf (4.45)

so that under a supertranslation the asymptotic ‘pure supertranslation’ modes of the metric,

parameterized by f± from (4.28) shift as

f+ 7→ f+ + f, f− 7→ f− + f. (4.46)

The memory mode (4.26) depends only on the difference f+ − f− which is invariant to this

large gauge transformation, as required for a physical observable. However, the fact that

the memory effect is non-zero is exactly why we can’t try to trim down our phase space to

obey more restrictive boundary conditions that would eliminate f± entirely. We find that

the leading memory effect tells us that typical scattering processes will induce dynamical

vacuum transitions between supertranslation-labeled vacua.

However, if it were just that the memory is supposed to be a vacuum-to-vacuum transition

for the corresponding asymptotic symmetry group, something would seem out of place in

the superrotation example. Transitions between different superrotated vacua (first term

in (4.8)) correspond to spacetimes with snapping cosmic strings [96]. But we know that
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the spin memory observable comes from a non-zero subleading soft theorem (4.34), which

involves much more mundane scattering processes.

In [4] it was shown that the subleading soft graviton mode can be recast as a boundary

difference of the metric component, in harmonic gauge. We perform the linearized analysis

here. While the above statements were made in Bondi gauge, it is straightforward enough

to compare expressions in a different gauge choice, by first rewriting the Bondi mass and

angular momentum aspect in terms of components of the Weyl tensor. Away from matter

sources we have

lim
r→∞

rγzz̄Cuz̄zr = −mB − 1
4
CzzN

zz + 1
4
(DzDzCzz −Dz̄Dz̄Cz̄z̄)

lim
r→∞

r3Czrru = Nz

(4.47)

which correspond to the Weyl scalars Ψ0
2 and Ψ0

1 of the Newman-Penrose formalism [101],

up to a rescaling due to tetrad normalization. We can use this and the boundary condi-

tions (4.29) at I+
± to write the charge for the linearized theory (2.24) in terms of these Weyl

tensor components.

Considering linearized perturbations around Minkowski space gµν = ηµν+hµν−1
2
ηµνη

αβhαβ

where ηµν is the flat metric and hµν is the trace-reversed perturbation, the harmonic gauge

condition reads

∇µhµν = 0, (4.48)

and the linearized Einstein equations reduce to

�hµν = −16πGTµν . (4.49)

The same game of determining what falloffs are needed to consistently solve matter with

falloffs (2.15) are performed as in section 2.3 in Bondi gauge, where we note that logarithmic-
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in-r modes are a necessary feature in harmonic gauge. After residual gauge fixing detailed

in [4], one still has supertranslations and superrotations as part of the asymptotic symmetry

group. Moreover, we learn something about the subleading soft graviton mode by looking at

the sphere metric one order subleading in r. The analog of (4.8) allowing for an infinitesimal

superrotation but no snapping cosmic strings is

h
(−1)
z̄z̄,± = −uD3

z̄Y
z̄(z̄)− 2D2

z̄f
±(z, z̄), h

(0)
z̄z̄,± = u[D2 − 2]D2

z̄f
±(z, z̄) + 2Dz̄V

±
z̄ (z, z̄), (4.50)

where the early and late time behaviors of the metric are parameterized by an infinitesimal

superrotation, supertranslation, and a subleading diffeomorphsim ξµ∂µ = r−2V A∂A+... (Here

for a field O we use O(n) to denote the mode that scales like r−n in an expansion at large

r.) Evaluating the Weyl tensor components in this gauge, using (4.47) to plug into the

charge (2.24), and separating this into soft and hard parts as in section 4.1, one finds that

the soft charge simplifies to

Q+
S (Y z, Y z̄ = 0) =

∫ √
γd2zY zDzDzV

z
∣∣∣
I+

+

I+
−

, (4.51)

and since we saw that this contained the subleading soft graviton mode, we should also be

able to find a nice expression for the spin memory effect in terms of V A. Indeed (4.33)

becomes

∆+u =
1

2πL

∮

C
VAdx

A
∣∣∣
I+

+

I+
−

. (4.52)

We see that spin memory is a proper ‘memory effect’ to those who adhere to the stricter

definition of a wait-and-repeat rather than continuously accumulated effect [15].

So for the superrotation case, we see that we can find a vacuum transition interpretation

of the subleading soft graviton mode, however it is sub-radiative by one power of r. This is

reminiscent of the leading soft graviton mode in higher dimensions [42], where the analog of
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a memory effect appears at deeper orders in 1
r
. The memory effect appears in the Coulombic

mode at order r3−d which happens to coincide with the radiative mode, at r1− d
2 , when

d = 4 [20]. (For more on the subtleties of the memory observable and the other side of the

debate about the relevant asymptotic symmetry group in higher dimensions see [102–105]).

In this case, we see that while the spin memory has a nice expression in terms of a

difference between V +
A and V −A , the subleading diffeomorphism that would generate the

simultaneous shift

V +
A 7→ V +

A + VA, V −A 7→ V −A + VA (4.53)

has vanishing canonical charge. However, the bracket (4.17) should be a hint at a common

interpretation of all three examples we have considered in this section. Namely the relevant

soft modes are symplectically paired to the pure ‘large-gauge’ Goldstone modes. This is in

the same way one expects the constraint equation to generate a gauge transformation. This

pairing has been worked out in [21] for the supertranslation case, a similar analysis of zero

mode brackets for the U(1) case can be found in [43], and [106] has more to say about the

superrotation case in the language of the Conformal Basis we will introduce in section 5.

4.3 A 2D Stress Tensor

Now that we have described memory effects and in particular the 4D interpretation of the

subleading soft graviton mode as the spin memory effect, we conclude our discussion of

superrotations with a summary of the results of [69] which provides a very curious 2D

interpretation of this same mode. Namely they define an operator Tzz in terms of the 4D

soft graviton mode such that its insertion in 4D S-matrix elements takes the same form as

the OPE of a 2D stress tensor and a conformal primary when the 4D S-matrix element is

viewed as a 2D celestial sphere correlator. The bulk of section 5 will be to make this map
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precise. In the meantime, the groundwork we have covered in the previous sections puts us

in a position where we are nearly ready to quote the results of [69], since we have already

made explicit our convention for the metric (2.16), mode expansions (3.22), (4.16), and soft

theorem (3.10).

The key insight is that the subleading soft graviton theorem, written out explicitly

in (4.19) and [1] can be recast into the more 2D-covariant form

S(1)− =
κ

2

∑

k

(z − zk)2

z̄ − z̄k

[
2hk
z − zk

− Γzkzkzkhk − ∂zk + |sk|Ωzk

]
(4.54)

and similarly for S(1)+ in terms of the operators

hk ≡
1

2
(sk − ω∂ωk), h̄k ≡

1

2
(−sk − ω∂ωk) (4.55)

where Γzzz is the Christoffel connection for the unit round sphere metric (2.3) and Ωz = 1
2
Γzzz

is the spin connection. In terms of N
(1)
z̄z̄ of (4.16)

Tzz ≡
i

8πG

∫
d2w

1

z − wD
2
wD

w̄N
(1)
w̄w̄. (4.56)

Then provided we can construct a map from 4D S-matrix elements to 2D correlators such

that

〈out|S|in〉 7→ 〈O1...On〉 (4.57)

for an n-particle scattering process, the soft theorem (3.8) turns an insertion of Tzz into

〈TzzO1...On〉 =
n∑

k

[
hk

(z − zk)2
+

1

z − zk
(∂zk + hkΓ

zk
zkzk
− |sk|Ωzk)

]
〈O1...On〉 (4.58)

which is the expected form of a CFT stress tensor correlator on a curved background [107].
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We note that this Tzz is none other than the soft charge (4.12) for a particular superrotation

Tzz = 2iQ+
S (Y w =

1

z − w, Y
w̄ = 0) (4.59)

and the charge for an arbitrary complexified superrotation can be constructed from a contour

integral of this, using

g(w) =

∮

C

dz

2πi

g(z)

z − w (4.60)

to build up an arbitrary superrotation from the one parameterized by a simple pole, i.e.

Q+
S (Y w(w), Y w̄ = 0) = − 1

4π

∮

C
dzY zTzz. (4.61)

So the soft part of the superrotation charge corresponds to the current jz = Y zTzz in the

putative CFT2. We find from this computation that the 4D superrotation Ward identity is

equivalent to a 2D conformal Ward identity.

The higher dimensional generalization of this result [69] has been worked out in [108].

Moreover, like the IR triangle this is only one of many iterations. There is similarly a 2D Kac-

Moody current corresponding to 4D large gauge transformations and the soft photon/gluon

theorems [40, 45, 48]. The supertranslations also provide an abelian current [27]. The main

impetus of this soft physics program [26] is not just to understand the interconnectedness of

IR universality and asymptotic symmetries on the 4D side. Rather this story is intriguing to

the next degree because of, and even began with, the realization that [27,40] these symmetries

appear to take the form of those of a 2D CFT. And from the results explained in this section,

we even have a notion of a stress tensor for this CFT. However, if we hope to show that 4D

scattering in asymptotically flat spacetimes admits a 2D holographic dual, we must know

how to map more than just the currents. We need to know how to construct the map (4.57).

Section 5 will take us beyond the IR to do just that.
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5 From 4D to 2D

In the previous section we showed that perturbative gravitational scattering in asymptotically

flat spacetimes obeys an enhancement of the 4D global Lorentz algebra to superrotations.

These superrotations obey the same algebra as local conformal transformations of the ce-

lestial sphere – a trait that seems like less of a coincidence when we consider the results

of section 4.3. If there exists a 2D holographic dual, then this would just be the typical

enhancement of global SL(2,C) invariance to two copies of the Virasoro algebra [109].

The map we are after here is somewhat the reverse of a common trick in the CFT literature

known as the embedding space formalism [110–112]. It works for the same symmetry reason

but the physics will be different. In fitting with this program’s revival and amalgamation

of disparate formalisms developed in decades past, the embedding space formalism was

introduced by Dirac in the 30’s in [113]. He even went on to study ‘homogeneous expansor’

representations of the Lorentz group [114] which are curiously reminiscent of our conformal

primary basis and dilation modes, but with a different spacetime-profile interpretation.

First, let us focus on the commonalities. We introduce the embedding space follow-

ing [111]. The d dimensional Euclidean global conformal group is SO(d+ 1, 1), which is our

beloved Lorentz group in Rd+1,1 (now the ‘embedding space’). Moreover, the group action

on the coordinates is linear in this space, but not on Rd. In particular the lightcone of the

origin is mapped to itself. Using Xµ to denote the coordinates of Rd+1,1 and xa for Rd, a

d-dimensional Euclidean space can be formed from the quotient Xµ ∼ λXµ, λ ∈ R within

the null cone X2 = 0, and the linear Lorentz transformations respect this scaling. (For

comparison our celestial sphere CS2 would be a quotient of null infinity by the generators of

the lightcone of i0 as in Figure 2.) The Poincaré section is a gauge fixing of λ that sets

X+ = X0 +Xd+1 = 1, X− = X0 −Xd+1 = x2, X i = xi for i = {1, ..., d}. (5.1)
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To go from the linear action on X to its image in the Poincaré section we have

X 7→ ΛX

(ΛX)+
(5.2)

giving the standard non-linear action of conformal transformations on Rd [111]. Moreover,

primary fields are lifted to the lightcone of this embedding space. A scalar primary of weight

∆ is lifted to

Φ(X) = (X+)−∆φ(Xµ/X+), (5.3)

which then is just a scalar in Rd+1,1. Furthermore it is homogenous of degree ∆ under a

global dilation of the Xµ. This can be generalized to spinning fields where the embedding

formalism helps in constructing fields with the appropriate transformation properties. It

was mentioned that this is somewhat the reverse of our map because correlators of Φ on

embedding space are defined by the conformal correlators of φ, while the symmetries of the

former help determine the latter – i.e. conformal invariance of correlators in Rd is reduced to

Lorentz invariance and homogeneity-matching of quantities constructed from vectors on the

lightcone in Rd+1,1. We will define CFT correlators in terms of Rd+1,1 S-matrix elements, and

we hope that once we understand the CFT side we can use that structure to learn something

about scattering amplitudes in 4D.

In the end this trick is used to study a conformally invariant quantum theory in d di-

mensions. If this is supposed to be a Lorentzian conformal field theory, then an appropriate

Wick rotation must be performed and the Hilbert space of this CFT should obey a unitary

representation of the group SO(d, 2). In this thesis we are concerned with a quantum theory

in Rd+1,1. The Hilbert space will form a unitary representation of SO(d + 1, 1) and any

quantum field theory that we will end up coupling to gravity will have an S-matrix that

obeys the usual locality and analyticity properties [115–117]. We are looking for a map that
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encodes 4D S-matrix elements into 2D CFT correlators, and it will be up to our future selves

to figure out in what way the image of this map behaves like a ‘nice’ CFT2.

Now there are actually two natural Rd+1,1 that we consider in ordinary quantum field

theory: position space, and momentum space. We will find features very similar to the

embedding space up-lift in both. On the one hand, on-shell massless scattering amplitudes

are naturally defined as functions on the lightcone in the Rd+1,1 momentum space [6]. On

the other hand, one can move off the lightcone in position space and consider a hyperbolic

foliation, following de Boer and Solodukhin’s early attempt at flat space holography [71].

This concept is to apply AdS/CFT (and dS/CFT) to each slice within (and outside) the

forward/past lightcones of the origin. Doing so muddles manifest translation invariance but

emphasizes Lorentz covariance. An interesting alternative is to consider not fixed τ 2 = −X2,

but rather fixed τ∂τ dilation eigenvalues. Then free propagation of the Maxwell or linearized

graviton field stays on this slice because the equations for different eigenvalues decouple.

This class of solutions contains a basis of the free wave equation that transform as conformal

primaries [7], which we will construct in section 5.1.2. The application of AdS/CFT tools

and a momentum space picture combine in our analysis of the massive case. Here the

hyperboloid (or ‘Euclidean AdS’) is not a slice of spacetime but rather the space of on-shell

momenta p2 = −m2. A similar construction has played a role in generalizing the Ward

identity derivations to massive matter [75,118,119]. These are related by the fact that near

i±, a massive particle’s trajectory Xµ(s) = p̂µs+Xµ
0 is dominated by p̂s.

In section 5.1 we define conformal primary wavefunctions in position space and show

that they form a basis for the single particle states when the dimensions lie on the principal

series. In section 5.2 we will provide some examples of amplitudes computed in this basis

following [6, 7].
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5.1 A Conformal Primary Basis

Throughout this thesis our main focus has been on the 4D case relevant to our superrotation

analysis (corresponding to d = 2) for particular examples. However since we have the

scattering basis results worked out for arbitrary d, we will include them in section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Coordinate Conventions

We begin by defining coordinates that will allow us to keep in closer touch with those used

in the embedding formalism (5.1) without significantly modifying the story we have built

thus far. This will actually make some of the 2D expressions nicer. Recall that Christoffel

and spin connection coefficients appeared in the stress tensor OPE (4.58). These will go

away if we go to coordinates with a flat celestial sphere metric, as in [120]. This amounts to

replacing (2.5) with

X0 = 1
2
(u+ r(1 + zz̄))

X1 + iX2 = rz

X3 = 1
2
(−u+ r(1− zz̄))

(5.4)

for which the flat metric takes the form

ds2 = −dudr + r2dzdz̄. (5.5)

At leading order in large r this amounts to the coordinate transformation

u 7→ u

1 + zz̄
+ ..., r 7→ r

2
(1 + zz̄)− u

2

1− zz̄
1 + zz̄

+ ..., z 7→ z +
uz

r(1 + zz̄)
+ ... (5.6)
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starting from the round retarded radial coordinates of (2.5). Note that in terms of the

embedding formalism (5.1), X+ = X0 +X3 = r. In addition we have,

XµXµ = −ru (5.7)

and u = 0 again describes the lightcone of the origin (recall the section (5.1) removes the

point at infinity from the celestial sphere by assuming X+ = r 6= 0, which is just one ray

in (5.4)). Note that we can form the ratio

z =
X1 + iX2

X0 +X3
. (5.8)

If we remain on the lightcone, as in the embedding space formalism above, we find that

Lorentz transformations act on this coordinate via a Möbius transformation

z → az + b

cz + d
(5.9)

where {a, b, c, d} ∈ C and ad − bc = 1. This is consistent since 4D Lorentz transformations

are isomorphic to SL(2,C). In particular, by forming the ratio (5.8), the rescaling factors of

(ΛX)+ in (5.2) cancel.

For scattering in 4D spacetime, we need to consider what happens away from the light-

cone, i.e. u 6= 0. By changing to coordinates

u = τy, r =
τ

y
(5.10)

one now has XµXµ = −τ 2 and the metric (5.5) becomes

ds2 = −dτ 2 + τ 2

(
dy2 + dzdb

y2

)
(5.11)
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where the term in parenthesis is the metric on the hyperboloid H3 in Poincaré coordinates

(y, z, z̄). Here {τ, y} real and positive covers the forward lightcone, while τ ∈ R<0 would cover

the past light cone and τ 7→ iτ, y 7→ iy covers the region outside the light cone. Considering

bulk interactions slice by slice at each fixed τ is the starting point for the attempts at flat

space holography by [71] and more recently [121] in the context of the ongoing soft physics

program.

When we study amplitudes in momentum space, replacing Xµ with pµ, energy positivity

simplifies this geometry to only contain one region – the forward lightcone. Moreover, for

single on-shell particle states, there is only one relevant surface: the lightcone if the particle

is massless, or the hyperboloid at fixed p2 = −m2. We can use the same Poincaré coordinates

to parameterize a reference momentum on the unit mass hyperboloid

p̂µ(y, z, z̄) =

(
1 + y2 + |z|2

2y
,
Re(z)

y
,
Im(z)

y
,
1− y2 − |z|2

2y

)
. (5.12)

The SL(2,C) Lorentz action that transformed z by a Möbius transformation when on the

lightcone now act as

z → z′ =
(az + b)(c̄z̄ + d̄) + ac̄y2

|cz + d|2 + |c|2y2
,

z̄ → z̄′ =
(āz̄ + b̄)(cz + d) + ācy2

|cz + d|2 + |c|2y2
,

y → y′ =
y

|cz + d|2 + |c|2y2
, (5.13)

on H3. As a crosscheck, one sees that as y → 0 the transformation of z approaches (5.9)

again, and the slices approach the boundary of the lightcone of the origin in this limit.

In our context it is thus natural to think of the celestial sphere where the putative 2D

dual resides as being the boundary of the lightcone of the origin rather than an arbitrary
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cross section of I (or rather perhaps a separate past and future copy CS2± for in and out

states [71]). This u = 0 section is mapped to itself under Lorentz transformations, as well

as their enhancement to superrotations, but not by translations. We thus do not expect

translation invariance constraints to be as straightforward in the celestial sphere picture as

they are in ordinary momentum space scattering amplitudes.

For future use we also introduce a massless reference vector for the metric (5.5)

qµ =
(
1 + |w|2, w + w̄,−i(w − w̄), 1− |w|2

)
(5.14)

and point out that the scalar bulk to boundary propagator [122] of dimension ∆

G∆(y, z, z̄;w, w̄) =

(
y

y2 + |z − w|2
)∆

(5.15)

where (y, z, z̄) ∈ H3 and (w, w̄) ∈ ∂H3 = C, and which transforms under SL(2,C) as

G∆(y′, z′, z̄′;w′, w̄′) = |cw + d|2∆G∆(y, z, z̄;w, w̄) , (5.16)

takes the simple form

G∆(y, z, z̄;w, w̄) =
1

(−p̂ · q)∆
(5.17)

in terms of the Rd+1,1 vectors p̂µ and qµ. Indeed most of our constructions in the following

section will be inspired by embedding space formalism results.

The coordinate conventions introduced thus far are relevant to the 4D scattering we

have focused on in this thesis, where Lorentz transformations experience an enhancement

to superrotations. While we have a richer symmetry structure in the 4D/2D case, the

generalization of the 2D stress tensor [69] to arbitrary d [108] indicates that we would also

like to be able to prepare quantum field theory states ready to be coupled to gravity in this
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conformally covariant manner for d 6= 2. In preparation for the generic-d results quoted in

the next subsection, we now describe how the above statements generalize.

The metric on H3 that appears in (5.11) becomes

ds2
Hd+1

=
dy2 + d~z · d~z

y2
, (5.18)

where as before y > 0 but now ~z ∈ Rd and we use an orthogonal metric on this Euclidean

space when d 6= 2. The SO(d+ 1, 1) isometries act on these Poincaré coordinates as

Rd translation : y′ = y , ~z ′ = ~z + ~a ,

SO(d) rotation : y′ = y , ~z ′ = M · ~z , (5.19)

dilation : y′ = λy , ~z ′ = λ~z ,

special conformal
transformation : y′ =

y

1 + 2~b · ~z + |~b|2(y2 + |~z|2)
, ~z ′ =

~z + (y2 + |~z|2)~b

1 + 2~b · ~z + |~b|2(y2 + |~z|2)
.

While taking the y → 0 limit, we have the coordinates of points on the boundary transforming

in the standard non-linear way under conformal transformations

Rd translation : ~w ′ = ~w + ~a ,

SO(d) rotation : ~w ′ = M · ~w , (5.20)

dilation : ~w ′ = λ~w ,

special conformal
transformation : ~w ′ =

~w + |~w|2~b
1 + 2~b · ~w + |~b|2|~w|2

.

As in (5.12) and (5.14), we can form unit mass and null reference momenta in terms of these
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bulk and boundary coordinates

p̂(y, ~z) =

(
1 + y2 + |~z|2

2y
,
~z

y
,

1− y2 − |~z|2
2y

)
, (5.21)

which obeys p̂2 = −1 and transforms linearly as

p̂µ(y′, ~z ′) = Λµ
ν p̂
ν , (5.22)

under (5.19) with Λµ
ν the vector representation of the corresponding SO(d + 1, 1) group

element (with the representative chosen to be consistent with plugging (5.19) into (5.21),

respectively (5.13) into (5.12) in the d = 2 case). Meanwhile the reference null direction

qµ(~w) =
(

1 + |~w|2 , 2~w , 1− |~w|2
)
, (5.23)

maintains this form under the transformation

qµ(~w ′) =

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w ′

∂ ~w

∣∣∣∣
1/d

Λµ
νq
ν(~w) , (5.24)

with the rescaling as in (5.2), familiar from our discussion of the selection of the lightcone

section (5.1). The scalar bulk-to-boundary propagator (5.15) of dimension ∆ is now

G∆(p̂; ~w) =

(
y

y2 + |~z − ~w|2
)∆

, (5.25)

which like (5.17) can again be written in terms of (5.21) and (5.23)

G∆(p̂; q) =
1

(−p̂ · q)∆
, (5.26)
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and as expected from (5.24)

G∆(p̂′; q′) =

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w ′

∂ ~w

∣∣∣∣
−∆/d

G∆(p̂; q) . (5.27)

As a final note, when we discuss spin we will use ∂qq
µ to denote a derivative with respect to

wa which can be used to form the analog of the polarization tensors (3.12) with an SO(d)

vector index

∂aq
µ ≡ ∂

∂wa
qµ(~w) = 2(wa , δba , −wa) . (5.28)

We are now ready to describe our desired conformal basis.

5.1.2 Conformal Primary Wavefunctions

In this section, we describe a basis of single particle scattering states for which S-matrix

elements in Rd+1,1 transform as d-dimensional conformal correlators under the action of

SO(d+ 1, 1) [7]. We refer to the corresponding single particle modes as ‘conformal primary

wavefunctions’. These solutions to wave equation in Rd+1,1 for the respective particle type

(here we consider the Klein-Gordon, Maxwell, and linearized Einstein equations), are labeled

by a point ~w ∈ Rd, a conformal dimension ∆ – which replace the usual parameterization of an

on-shell momenta by direction and energy (or rapidity for the massive case) – in addition to

any appropriate SO(d) spin indices. We will find that the spectrum of conformal dimensions

necessary to form a basis for the finite energy solutions lies in the principal series

∆ ∈ d
2

+ iR , (5.29)
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independent of the mass of the field (unlike in AdS/CFT). (Note there is an interesting

story still under development regarding certain zero modes in gauge theories which lie off

the principal series but appear related to the asymptotic symmetry Goldstone modes and

their conjugate soft modes [106], see also section 4.1.1 of [121]).

We begin by quoting the relevant definitions introduced in [7], and follow with a discus-

sion of how to use results from section 5.1.1 and embedding space formalism techniques from

the CFT literature [111–113,123–127] to identify the appropriate spectrum and verify com-

pleteness and orthonormality of this basis. In each of the following the reference direction ~w

transforms as in (5.20) and Λµ
ν refers to the representation (5.22).

Definition 5.1 A scalar conformal primary wavefunction φ∆(Xµ; ~w) of mass m is a wave-

function on R1,d+1 labeled by a “conformal dimension” ∆ and a point ~w in Rd which satisfies

the following properties

• It satisfies the (d+ 2)-dimensional massive Klein-Gordon equation of mass m,

(
∂

∂Xν

∂

∂Xν

−m2

)
φ∆(Xµ; ~w) = 0 . (5.30)

• It transforms covariantly as a scalar conformal primary operator in d dimensions under

an SO(d+ 1, 1) transformation,

φ∆ (Λµ
νX

ν ; ~w ′(~w)) =

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w ′

∂ ~w

∣∣∣∣
−∆/d

φ∆(Xµ; ~w) (5.31)

where ~w ′(~w) is an element of SO(d + 1, 1) defined in (5.20) and Λµ
ν is the associated

group element in the (d+ 2)-dimensional representation.
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Definition 5.2 A massless spin-one conformal primary wavefunction A∆
µa(X

µ; ~w) is a wave-

function on R1,d+1 labeled by a “conformal dimension” ∆, a point ~w in Rd, an SO(d+ 1, 1)

spacetime index µ, and an SO(d) spin index a which satisfies the following properties

• It satisfies the (d+ 2)-dimensional Maxwell equation,

(
∂

∂Xσ

∂

∂Xσ

δµν −
∂

∂Xν

∂

∂Xµ

)
A∆
µa(X

ρ; ~w) = 0 . (5.32)

• It transforms both as a (d+2)-dimensional vector and a d-dimensional spin-one confor-

mal primary with conformal dimension ∆ under an SO(d+1, 1) Lorentz transformation

A∆
µa (Λρ

νX
ν ; ~w ′(~w)) =

∂wb

∂w′a

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w′

∂ ~w

∣∣∣∣
−(∆−1)/d

Λ σ
µ A

∆
σb(X

ρ; ~w) , (5.33)

where ~w ′(~w) is an element of SO(d + 1, 1) defined in (5.20) and Λµ
ν is the associated

group element in the (d+ 2)-dimensional representation.

Definition 5.3 A massless spin-two conformal primary wavefunction h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

(Xµ; ~w) is a

wavefunction on R1,d+1 labeled by a “conformal dimension” ∆, a point ~w in Rd, SO(d +

1, 1) spacetime indices {µ, ν}, and SO(d) spin indices {a1, a2} which satisfies the following

properties

• It is symmetric both in the (d + 2)- and d-dimensional vector indices and traceless in

the latter

h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

= h∆,±
µ2µ1;a1a2

,

h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

= h∆,±
µ1µ2;a2a1

, δa1a2h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

= 0 .

(5.34)
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• It is a solution to the vacuum linearized Einstein equation in flat space

∂σ∂νh
σ
µ;a1a2

+ ∂σ∂µh
σ
ν;a1a2

− ∂µ∂νhσσ;a1a2
− ∂ρ∂ρhµν;a1a2 = 0 . (5.35)

• It transforms both as a (d+ 2)-dimensional rank-two tensor and a d-dimensional spin-

two conformal primary with conformal dimension ∆ under an SO(d + 1, 1) Lorentz

transformation

h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

(Λρ
νX

ν ; ~w ′(~w)) =
∂wb1

∂w′a1

∂wb2

∂w′a2

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w′

∂ ~w

∣∣∣∣
−(∆−2)/d

Λ σ1
µ1

Λ σ2
µ2
h∆,±
σ1σ2;b1b2

(Xρ; ~w) , (5.36)

where ~w ′(~w) is an element of SO(d + 1, 1) defined in (5.20) and Λµ
ν is the associated

group element in the (d+ 2)-dimensional representation.

As long as we can show that they have finite norm, these solutions can be expanded in

the standard plane wave single particle wavefunctions since they also satisfy the respective

equations of motion and form a complete basis. We are thus after functions supported on

the on-shell hyperboloid/light cone in the massless cases, such that their Fourier transforms

to position space satisfy the requirements of the respective Definitions 5.1-5.3.

The transformation properties of the bulk to boundary propagator (5.27) discussed in

section 5.1.1 are enough to write down an ansatz for the massive scalar case which will satisfy

Definition 5.1

φ±∆(Xµ; ~w) =

∫

Hd+1

[dp̂]G∆(p̂; ~w) exp [±imp̂ ·X ] , (5.37)
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where [dp̂] is the appropriate Lorentz invariant measure on Hd+1:

∫

Hd+1

[dp̂] ≡
∫ ∞

0

dy

yd+1

∫
dd~z =

∫
dd+1p̂i

p̂0
(5.38)

where i = 1, 2, · · · , d + 1 and p̂0 =
√
p̂ip̂i + 1. The d = 2 analog of this using (5.31) was

noticed in [5]. The position space profile can be explicitly evaluated in terms of a modified

Bessel function of the second kind with finite Klein Gordon norm. What is relevant to us here

is that an iε prescription is needed to avoid the singularity when q ·X = 0 [7], with a sign that

depends on whether the particle is incoming or outgoing (see also [106] for an example where

how one avoids the additional singularity at the lightcone X2 = 0 is relevant). Note that all

of the singularities are outside of the Milne region where the contributions in the spacetime

slicing approach are most tractable and also more in common with standard AdS/CFT

Witten-diagram techniques [121]. This, combined with the simplicity of (5.37), shows that

there is much to be gained by avoiding this slicing and going directly to a transform on

the momentum space amplitudes as in [5, 6]. Indeed acting on the scalar S-matrix element

A(±mip̂
µ
i )

Â(∆i, ~wi) ≡
n∏

k=1

∫

Hd+1

[dp̂k]G∆k
(p̂k; ~wk) A(±mip̂

µ
i ) , (5.39)

we find that

Â(∆i, ~w
′
i(~wi)) =

n∏

k=1

∣∣∣∣
∂ ~w′k
∂ ~wk

∣∣∣∣
−∆k/d

Â(∆i, ~wi) (5.40)

which transforms like a d-dimensional conformal correlator. We have constructed our first

example of the map (4.57) (with the same result for the particular case of d = 2 appearing

in [5]). We note that in contrast to the notation in [5–7], we will use a carat to denote

amplitudes transformed under (4.57) and a tilde to denote conformal shadows.
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Now that we have a profile currently defined, at least up to analytic continuation, for

arbitrary ∆, we want to determine what spectrum is needed to form a complete basis (and

not over-complete). For this we will use tricks from the CFT literature. For example, the

shadow transformation maps a spin J conformal (quasi)-primary wavefunction of dimension

∆ to one of dimensions d − ∆ (we restrict to integer J here and note that in d = 2 the

helicity flips under this transformation [128, 129]) and amounts to an integral transform on

Rd. From the point of our basis quest, this amounts to a linear relation. In particular the

shadow of φ±∆ in (5.37) is φ±d−∆. Thus, if these ranges overlap as they do for the principal

series (5.29), half of this spectrum will be redundant.

Using results from the CFT literature [127], we have orthonormality relations for the bulk-

to-boundary propagators (5.25) when the weights lie on the principal series (5.29). First, on

the space {∆, ~w} that labels the conformal primary wavefunctions satisfying Definition 5.1

we have

∫ ∞

−∞
dν µ(ν)

∫
dd ~wG d

2
+iν(p̂1; ~w)G d

2
−iν(p̂2; ~w) = δ(d+1)(p̂1, p̂2) , (5.41)

where the measure µ takes the form

µ(ν) =
Γ(d

2
+ iν)Γ(d

2
− iν)

4πd+1Γ(iν)Γ(−iν)
, (5.42)

and also on the kinematic space p̂

∫

Hd+1

[dp̂]G d
2

+iν(p̂; ~w1)G d
2

+iν̄(p̂; ~w2) = (5.43)

2πd+1 Γ(iν)Γ(−iν)

Γ(d
2

+ iν)Γ(d
2
− iν)

δ(ν + ν̄)δ(d)(~w1 − ~w2) + 2π
d
2

+1 Γ(iν)

Γ(d
2

+ iν)
δ(ν − ν̄)

1

|~w1 − ~w2|2( d
2

+iν)
.

We see that this indeed reduces to an orthonormality condition when we note that, because
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d−∆ = ∆∗ on the principal series, the complete basis is spanned by

∆ ∈ d
2

+ iR≥0. (5.44)

Indeed we use these equations to invert (5.37) and expand the ordinary plane waves in terms

of our conformal primary wavefunctions with the spectrum (5.44)

e±imp̂·X = 2

∫ ∞

0

dν µ(ν)

∫
dd ~w G d

2
−iν(p̂; ~w) φ±d

2
+iν

(Xµ; ~w) . (5.45)

One can further show that the above integrals imply that the Klein-Gordon inner product

(Φ1,Φ2) = −i
∫
dd+1X i [ Φ1(X) ∂X0Φ∗2(X)− ∂X0Φ1(X) Φ∗2(X)] , (5.46)

on the φ+
d
2

+iν
is positive and proportional to δ(ν1 − ν2) δ(d)(~w1 − ~w2). We thus have verified

the completeness and orthonormality properties of our conformal basis for a massive scalar.

Note that this inner product and the analog of (5.43) would be divergent if we were off the

principal series.

We can take the massless limit of the above construction by defining ω ≡ m
2y

and using

the y → 0 boundary behavior of the bulk to boundary propagator

G∆(y, ~z; ~w) −→
m→0

π
d
2

Γ(∆− d
2
)

Γ(∆)
yd−∆δ(d)(~z − ~w) +

y∆

|~z − ~w|2∆
+ · · · (5.47)

When on the principal series both terms have an absolute value that scales with the same

(nonzero) power of y, and since y = m
2ω

, the differing phases make the m→ 0 limit ill defined.

However, both terms separately satisfy Definition 5.1 and one is the conformal shadow of
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the other. We thus take our massless scalar conformal primary to be the Mellin transform

ϕ±∆(Xµ; ~w) ≡
∫ ∞

0

dω ω∆−1 e±iωq·X−εω =
(∓i)∆Γ(∆)

(−q(~w) ·X ∓ iε)∆
, (5.48)

and because we no longer have the shadow redundancy, we need the full principal series to

form our basis

∆ ∈ d
2

+ iR. (5.49)

Curiously these {∆, ~w} provide a 2 : 1 map of massless to massive solutions of the respective

Klein-Gordon equations. This is a näıve doubling of the size of solution space. In the

standard momentum space picture this would be like trying to compare the ‘size’ of the

lightcone to the fixed m2 hyperboloid. Projecting down to the space of three momenta

would give a 1 : 1 map between these spaces.

Using the Mellin and inverse Mellin transform definitions

f̂(∆) =

∫ ∞

0

dω ω∆−1f(ω) , (5.50)

and for its inverse

f(ω) =
1

2πi

∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
d∆ω−∆f̂(∆) , c ∈ R . (5.51)

one can invert (5.48) to expand the massless planes waves on (5.49), and using the identity

∫ ∞

0

dω ωiν−1 = 2πδ(ν) (5.52)

one can show that these are orthonormal under the Klein-Gordon inner product. Thus we

again have established that these form a basis.
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We see that the integral transform to go to the conformal correlators is simpler in the

massless case than the massive one since these particles already have a natural reference

direction on the celestial sphere. We only need to integrate over the null ray in momentum

space with the appropriate weight

Â(∆i, ~wi) ≡
n∏

i=1

∫ ∞

0

dωi ω
∆i−1
i A(±ωiq̂µi ) . (5.53)

The Mellin solutions (5.48) were studied in [71, 121]. Note that the final form of (5.48)

as compared to the bulk-to-boundary propagator (5.25) extends the AdS result to arbitrary

slices while also satisfying the homogeneity property (5.3) that embedding space fields would

obey (recalling those would be defined on the lightcone rather than the unit hyperboloid).

Moving on to Definition 5.2 for the Maxwell field, as in [121] we can the spin-one bulk-

to-boundary propagator to construct our wavefunction. The propagator is constructed using

the embedding space formalism where the polarization tensors (5.28) are used to project

down to Rd for the spin index. We quote the resulting wavefunction [7]

A∆,±
µa (Xµ; ~w) = − 1

(−q ·X ∓ iε)∆−1

∂

∂Xµ

∂

∂wa
log(−q ·X ∓ iε). (5.54)

The conformal shadow acts simply

Ã∆,±
µa (Xµ; ~w) = (−X2)

d
2
−∆Ad−∆,±

µa (Xµ; ~w) , (5.55)

and this solution again satisfies Definition 5.2. By definition of the shadow these solutions

are linear combinations of the (5.54) and since they have a different functional form there

is no redundancy we again need the full principal series spectrum. The conformal primary
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solutions (5.54) and their shadows (5.55) obey both the radial and harmonic gauge conditions

XµA∆,±
µa (Xµ; ~w) = 0 , ∂µA∆,±

µa (Xµ; ~w) = 0 (5.56)

which are mutually compatible for solutions of the free Maxwell equation [130] but not in the

presence of sources. We thus find that demanding conformal covariance of the wavefunction

fixes the gauge. Of course we expect the scattering amplitudes to be gauge invariant.

Note that up to an overall factor, the solutions (5.54) are gauge equivalent to a Mellin

transform of ∂aqµe
±iωq·X−εω. Moreover they differ by a gauge transformation that breaks the

radial condition in (5.56), but preserves the Lorenz condition. The spin-one analog of the

Klein-Gordon inner product for scalars (5.46) is now [12,22,25,131]:

(Aµ, A
′
µ′) = −i

∫
dd+1X i

[
AρF ′

∗
0ρ − A′ρ∗F0ρ

]
. (5.57)

By the Maxwell equations, this inner product is invariant under changing the Cauchy slice

and gauge transformations as long as fields falloff rapidly at the boundary. Boundary terms

do arise for large gauge transformations which have a non-trivial symplectic pairing with the

physical soft modes discussed above in sections 3.1 and 4.2. As long as we restrict our consid-

erations to strictly non-zero energy radiative modes, the relation (5.52) applied to a Mellin

transform of the plane wave inner product is enough to make our basis claims and satisfy

Definition 5.2. We can study amplitudes in this basis by performing the transform (5.53)

with ∆ on the principal series, providing the desired map (4.57) for gauge fields.

A very similar story applies to the gravitational case satisfying Definition 5.3. We find

the conformal primary wavefunctions

h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

(X; ~w) = P b1b2
a1a2

1
(−q·X∓iε)∆−2∂b1∂µ1 log(−q ·X ∓ iε) ∂b2∂µ2 log(−q ·X ∓ iε) , (5.58)
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where we have employed the traceless symmetric projector

P b1b2
a1a2
≡ δb1(a1

δb2a2) −
1

d
δa1a2δ

b1b2 , (5.59)

to satisfy condition (5.34). As for the spin-one case (5.55) the conformal shadow again takes

a simple form

˜h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2(X; ~w) = (−X2)

d
2
−∆hd−∆,±

µ1µ2;a1a2
(X; ~w) . (5.60)

Both (5.58) and the shadow (5.60) satisify the radial and harmonic gauge conditions, in

addition to being traceless on the SO(d+ 1, 1) indices

ηµ1µ2h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

= 0 , ∂µh∆,±
µµ2;a1a2

= 0 , Xµh∆,±
µµ2;a1a2

= 0 (5.61)

which are compatible when there are no stress tensor sources [130]. With this gauge fix-

ing the wave equation (5.35) reduces to 2hµν = 0. As in the spin-one case, the solu-

tions (5.58) are gauge equivalent to a Mellin transform of the ordinary plane wave solutions

P b1b2
a1a2

∂b1qµ∂b2qν e
±iωq·X , and one again can show they form a basis with ∆ on the principal

series by applying a Mellin transform to the inner product

(
hµν , h

′
µ′ν′

)
= −i

∫
dd+1X i

[
hµν∂0h

′∗
µν − 2hµν∂µh

′∗
0ν + h∂µh′

∗
0µ − h∂0h

′∗ + h0µ∂
µh′
∗

− (h↔ h′
∗
)
]
, (5.62)

evaluated on the plane wave basis.

So far in this section we have avoided talking about the zero frequency modes which have

been a staple most of what we had been doing before this point. There is a sense in which
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the ω 6= 0 modes were all that was missing from the map (4.57). Indeed, the realization that

soft modes mapped to currents is what started this program [27,40] and inspired us to look

for this map. However, understanding how these ω → 0 modes translate to our conformal

primary basis is important if this basis indeed is the preferred description for understanding

a holographic dual. As pointed out in [121], the ordinary soft limit contributes to the the

‘conformally soft’ limit of λ → 0 on the principal series. Of the conformal primary wave

functions we have constructed above, in addition to the principal series which captures the

radiative finite energy modes, there are some other ∆ for which (5.54), (5.55), (5.58), or

(5.60) become pure gauge, as summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Some of the entries of this

table have appeared in the analyses [106, 121] and work to understand their role as well as

non-principal series values of ∆ is ongoing.

Table 1: Spin-one conformal primary wavefunctions which are pure gauge in various dimen-
sions. For d = 2, the conformal primary wavefunction A∆=1,±

µa is its own shadow.

d = 2 d 6= 2

A∆,±
µa ∆ = 1

∆ = 1

Ãd−∆,±
µa ×

Table 2: Spin-two conformal primary wavefunctions which are pure gauge in various dimen-
sions. For d = 2, the conformal primary wavefunction h∆=1,±

µ1µ2;a1a2
is its own shadow.

d = 2 d ≥ 2

h∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2

∆ = 0 ∆ = 0, 1
∆ = 1

˜hd−∆,±
µ1µ2;a1a2 ∆ = 2 ×
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For example, while the conformal primary transformation conditions (5.33) and (5.36)

select solutions which obey the gauge conditions (5.56) and (5.61), it is clear that the converse

is not true. The fact that we can form a basis of free solutions implies we can smear such

solutions on the celestial sphere to get the most general current-free case. However, one

might ask what happens when we have matter sources, especially considering that our soft

theorem/memory relations in section 4.2 relied on an application of constraint equations

with such charge and stress tensor sources. We note that the seemingly coincident (from

our formulation, not once one decomposes the massless wave equation taking into account

SL(2,C) Casimirs), homogeneity under X → λX of the massless solutions (5.48), (5.54),

(5.58) and their shadows resembles that of the embedding space formalism (5.3) (taking

position space as an extension of the embedding space beyond the lightcone).

This is a symptom of a more general feature that the linearized wave equations (5.35), (5.32),

and the massless version of (5.30) decouple for different values of the dilation eigenvalue τ∂τ ,

and solutions with sources can be handled in a similar way. The equations at fixed ∆ then

take the form of AdS or dS wave equations which can be solved in a boundary to bulk

manner. We see, as in [71], how d+ 2 dimensional scattering data is encoded in data at the

celestial spheres CSd+ and CSd−. Moreover, because these equations are Lorentz invariant

(so we can go to the rest frame) and linear (we can superimpose solutions), and we know

from electromagnetism [93] that higher multipole configurations fall off at faster powers of r,

we would expect a tower of integer ∆ modes for the gauge field that would not contribute to

the radiative states but should be an important part of understanding the holographic dual

of these states. The proposed infinite towers of gravitational memories suggested in [132]

computed in harmonic gauge near null infinity seem like they would gel with this picture.

Thus this avenue is worth pursuing further.
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We conclude this section by noting that the construction of the conformal basis informs

our understanding of the soft sector beyond the questions it raises about how to handle

the large gauge modes. In particular, the discussion of conformal shadows, which appeared

here in the context of trying to insure our basis was not over-complete also ties into our

soft physics story. When forming a conformal primary scattering basis one has a choice of

whether or not to shadow or form some linear combination and still get a quasi-primary

transformation law. However, it was noticed in [43] (before magnetic contributions were

incorporated as a modification of Weinberg’s soft photon theorem (3.8) in [47]) that the

combination

a− ≡ a−(ωx̂)− 1

2π

∫
d2w

1

z̄ − w̄∂w̄a+(ωŷ) (5.63)

has no pole as ω → 0 a result of a relation between the soft photon theorem for ± helicities.

In the language of shadows, this says that a certain combination of Mellin and shadow of

the opposite helicity decouples in the conformally soft limit. This interpretation has helped

elucidate certain independent logarithmic modes that appear in the λ→ 0 limit in [106]. It

also provides a cleaner interpretation of the stress tensor in [108].

5.2 Some Examples

Now that we have constructed a conformal primary basis for various particle types, we re-

turn to the realm of 4D scattering amplitudes and apply the maps and (5.39) and (5.53) to

familiar momentum space amplitudes to see what happens. Our amplitude transforms were

designed to ensure the result transforms covariantly as 2D conformal correlators of quasi-

primary operators corresponding to each external state.
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We begin with a toy example from [5] of a ‘near-extremal’ massive cubic decay. Consider

a local cubic interaction

L ∼ λφ1φ2φ3 + · · · (5.64)

so that the momentum space amplitude is a delta function for the sum of momenta

A(pi) = i(2π)4λ δ(4)(−p1 + p2 + p3) . (5.65)

If the φi have arbitrary masses mi, then we are integrating with bulk to boundary propagators

over three different hyperboloids in momentum space, with the constraint that any configu-

ration contributing to this integral obeys the above momentum conservation condition. We

see that our transform is probing the structure of kinematically allowed configurations.

The fact that our transform is designed to make the result a conformally covariant ‘cor-

relator’ of quasi-primaries guarantees that the final amplitude should have the form

Â(wi, w̄i) ∼
λ

|w1 − w2|∆1+∆2−∆3 |w2 − w3|∆2+∆3−∆1 |w3 − w1|∆3+∆1−∆2
, (5.66)

as long as the integral converges and does not have some more singular support (we will see

examples in the massless case where we can solve the equations imposed by 2D conformal

symmetry [109] with delta function supported terms). For practice, we will pick a mass

configuration that makes the integrals much simpler to evaluate: letting m2 = m3 = m and

m1 = 2(1 + ε)m with ε → 0 what we will call a near extremal limit. This is relevant for

describing a decay process where a composite particle splits into daughter particles where

the binding energy was small, so that they emerge with only small kinetic energies in the

center of mass frame (a similar setup where the daughter particles have unequal masses

should share many of the simplifications we find). Using the 4D analog of (5.39), we must
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now perform the integral

Â(wi, w̄i) = i(2π)4λm−4

(
3∏

i=1

∫ ∞

0

dyi
y3
i

∫
dzidz̄i

)
(5.67)

×
3∏

i=1

G∆i
(yi, zi, z̄i;wi, w̄i) δ

(4)(−2(1 + ε)p̂1 + p̂2 + p̂3) ,

with p̂µ(yi, zi, z̄i) as in (5.12). One of the (yi, zi, z̄i) integrals is saturated by part of the

delta function, leaving a single remaining delta function constraint within a six-dimensional

integral, so that we have five independent integration variables remaining.

In the ε→ 0 limit the three momenta become collinear so that the momentum transform

begins to resemble that of an AdS/CFT Witten-diagram with a local interaction propagated

to three boundary points labeled by the (zi, z̄i). By series expanding in small ε we get

terms proportional to a three dimensional (y, z, z̄) integral of this form, with the remaining

two dimensional integral doable and finite. After the appropriate change of variables and

integrations are performed, we find that (5.67) evaluates to

Â(wi, w̄i) =
C(∆i)

|w1 − w2|∆1+∆2−∆3 |w2 − w3|∆2+∆3−∆1 |w3 − w1|∆3+∆1−∆2
+O(ε) (5.68)

where

C(∆i) =
i2

9
2π6λΓ(∆1+∆2+∆3−2

2
)Γ(∆1+∆2−∆3

2
)Γ(∆1−∆2+∆3

2
)Γ(−∆1+∆2+∆3

2
)
√
ε

m4Γ(∆1)Γ(∆2)Γ(∆3)
, (5.69)

and from our discussion in section 5.1.2, the weights should lie on the principal series ∆j ∈

1 + iλj. We see from this result that we indeed get the expected form, but that most of the

features of the final result come from the kinematics of the scattering. We will see this has

more dramatic effects for transforms of massless amplitudes, which we turn to next.
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Following [6], the transform we now wish to apply is (5.53) with ∆i = 1 + iλi, and we

will be considering color stripped gluon amplitudes here. Since the equations for arbitrary

d above do not highlight the simplification when d = 2, we first note that equation (5.33)

reduces to

A∆
µJ

(
Λµ

νX
ν ;
az + b

cz + d
,
āz̄ + b̄

c̄z̄ + d̄

)
= (cz + d)∆+J(c̄z̄ + d̄)∆−J Λ ρ

µ A
∆
ρJ(Xµ; z, z̄) . (5.70)

We further note that outgoing one-particle states with 4D helicity ` = ±1 correspond to 2D

operators with spin J = ±1, while for incoming states the sign is reversed. We will label

amplitudes with the helicity the particles would have if they were all outgoing, though we

will need to keep track of which are incoming and which are outgoing because as we saw

in the massive example above, our integral transform acts on the momentum conserving

delta function. Because each particle only requires a one dimensional integral over ωi rather

than a three dimensional integral over (yi, zi, z̄i) our computations will be much simpler.

However, 4D kinematics will get in the way of a straightforward interpretation of the low

point amplitudes.

Our integration can be visualized as follows. We have a four dimensional delta function

coming from momentum conservation. In a pure massless theory our amplitude will only

have support when the momenta form a closed null polygon. Meanwhile the 2D conformal

correlators are labeled by the directions of the momenta. This means that if we hold the

(zi, z̄i) fixed for each particle, we are integrating over the space of lengths we can assign to

these null directions such that the polygon still closes. If we have less than a certain number

of particles, all of the Mellin integrals will be saturated by delta functions. Moreover if

there are fewer Mellin transforms being performed than number of delta functions, some

constraints on the zi will remain. We note that for the 4D case this number is actually five

since once we have a closed null polygon, any overall dilation of it will again be a closed null
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polygon. Indeed, we can break up our multi-Mellin transform into a simplex integral and an

overall scale

n∏

i=1

∫ ∞

0

dωi ω
iλi
i [...] =

∫ ∞

0

dss
n−1+i

∑
i
λi

n∏

i=1

∫ 1

0

dσi σ
λi
i δ(

∑

i

σi − 1)[...] , (5.71)

where s ≡ ∑
i

ωi and σi ≡ s−1ωi ∈ [0, 1] so that
n∑
i=1

σn = 1. At this point, there are two

things to note. One, going to lower dimensions means fewer delta functions, which will mean

fewer restrictions on the zi’s. For example this was used in [133] to make the conformal

block decomposition of the now-non singular four point function more tractable. Second,

our transform probes all energy scales. While, on the one hand, this means that one might be

out of luck if you only know the momentum space amplitude in a low energy effective theory,

on the other hand once/if a dual is established, we see that the correlators will capture

the UV and IR behavior of the bulk theory. In particular [134] was able to evaluate this

transform on string amplitudes where the soft UV behavior plays an essential role in making

the integral over the overall energy scale (s in (5.71)) converge. For the gluon examples we

consider here, we have

A`1···`n(Λωi, zi, z̄i) = Λ−nA`1···`n(ωi, zi, z̄i) (5.72)

where A includes the momentum conserving delta function. This implies that the factor

of sn in (5.71) will cancel out leaving an integral of the form (5.52) over s and giving a

delta function restricting the sum of the λi’s to be 0. This characteristic is generic to any

amplitude in a theory that is conformally invariant, as tree level gluon scattering is here.

Specifically, we have

ÂJ1···Jn(λj, zj, z̄j) = 2πδ(
∑

i

λi)
n∏

i=1

∫ 1

0

dσi σ
iλi
i A`1···`n(σj, zj, z̄j)δ

(4)(
∑

i

εiσiqi)δ(
∑

i

σi − 1) (5.73)
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where εi = ±1 for outgoing (incoming) particles and q+
i = 2 as in (5.14).

Next, we will consider 3pt and 4pt stripped MHV amplitudes. Each of the Mellin fre-

quency integrals will be saturated, so that the relative energies σi are solved for in terms

of the (zi, z̄i). The momentum space MHV amplitude can then just be evaluated at these

σi(zj, z̄j) and the momentum conserving delta function will provide additional constraints

as well as certain Jacobian factors. Moreover, since σi in (5.73) are constrained to lie on the

unit simplex, different 4D crossings (choices of εi) will have different support on the celestial

sphere.

For the 3 point function, we have to go to (2, 2) signature to get interesting results. This

comes from the fact that 1 → 2 massless decays are forced to be collinear by kinematics

(if not, one could go to the rest frame of the final state). However, with another timelike

direction we can find a non-degenerate closed null triangle. In the signature (− + −+) we

have z and z̄ independent real variables, and the celestial sphere is now Lorentzian. The

Lorentz group now becomes SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) where the two factors act separately on z

and z̄. The tree-level color-ordered MHV three-point amplitude

A−−+(ωi, zi, z̄i) =
〈12〉3
〈23〉〈31〉 δ

(4)(pµ1 + pµ2 + pµ3)

= −2
ω1ω2

ω3

z3
12

z23z31

δ(4)(
∑

i

εiωiq
µ
i ) , (5.74)

here written in terms of spinor helicity variables [135] – which up to a little group transfor-

mation can be taken to be

|p〉 = ε
√

2ω



−1

−z


 , |p] =

√
2ω



−z̄

1


 , (5.75)

in terms of (ω, zi, z̄i) where pµ = εω(1 + zz̄, z + z̄, z − z̄, 1 − zz̄) in this signature – gets
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transformed to

Â−−+(λi; zi, z̄i) = −π δ(
∑

i

λi)
sgn(z12z23z31)δ(z̄13)δ(z̄12)

|z12|−1−iλ3 |z23|1−iλ1 |z13|1−iλ2

3∏

i=1

1[0,1](σ∗i), zi, z̄i ∈ R (5.76)

where 1[0,1](x) is the indicator function

1[0,1](x) =





1 , if x ∈ [0, 1] ,

0 , otherwise .

(5.77)

Here we have solved the momentum conserving delta function constraints assuming zij 6= 0

so that the MHV amplitude is non-zero. For the anti-MHV case there is a similar locus of

support in which the z̄ij are nonzero and δ(z13)δ(z12) appears. Note that the support of the

indicator function serves to select different ordering of zi ∈ R depending on the scattering

channel ij −−→←−− k

3∏

i=1

1[0,1](σ∗i) :

a) 12 −−→←−− 3 ⇒ z1 < z3 < z2 or z2 < z3 < z1

b) 13 −−→←−− 2 ⇒ z1 < z2 < z3 or z3 < z2 < z1

c) 23 −−→←−− 1 ⇒ z3 < z1 < z2 or z2 < z1 < z3 .

(5.78)

Here, both the ordering of the zi and the crossing channel change under SL(2,R)×SL(2,R)

via εi → εisgn((czi + d)(c̄z̄i + d̄)), leaving the indicator functions invariant. One can check

that (5.76) indeed transforms like a three point function of spin-one primaries with weights

h1 =
i

2
λ1 , h̄1 = 1 +

i

2
λ1 ,

h2 =
i

2
λ2 , h̄2 = 1 +

i

2
λ2 ,

h3 = 1 +
i

2
λ3 , h̄3 =

i

2
λ3 .

(5.79)
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The corresponding expressions for the anti-MHV amplitude can be found in [6].

We can now return to (− + ++) signature to evaluate the transformed 4-pt tree-level

color-ordered MHV amplitude. Starting from

A−−++(ωi, zi, z̄i) =
〈12〉3

〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉δ
(4)(

4∑

i=1

εiωiqi) , (5.80)

we find

Â−−++(λi, zi, z̄i) =− π

4
δ(
∑

k

λk)δ

( |z − z̄|
2

) ( 4∏

i<j

z
h
3
−hi−hj

ij z̄
h̄
3
−h̄i−h̄j

ij

)
z

5
3 (1− z)−

1
3

×
4∏

i=1

1[0,1](σ∗i) (5.81)

where the weights are

h1 =
iλ1

2
, h2 =

iλ2

2
, h3 = 1 +

iλ3

2
, h4 = 1 +

iλ4

2
,

h̄1 = 1 +
iλ1

2
, h̄2 = 1 +

iλ2

2
, h̄3 =

iλ3

2
, h̄4 =

iλ4

2
.

(5.82)

Now the four massless particles are constrained to lie on a ‘celestial circle.’ (Recall global

conformal transformations of the complex plane map circles to circles and that any three

points can be mapped to {0, 1,∞}. Momentum conservation would imply that the fourth

point also lie on the equator of the celestial sphere.) Here (z, z̄) are the conformal cross

ratios

z ≡ z12z34

z13z24

, z̄ ≡ z̄12z̄34

z̄13z̄24

, (5.83)

so that the delta function appearing in (5.81) restricts the cross ratio to be real. The indicator

functions then imply that different 2 → 2 channels have support for different intervals of
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this cross ratio

4∏

i=1

1[0,1](σ∗i) :

a) 12 −−→←−− 34 ⇒ 1 < z

b) 13 −−→←−− 24 ⇒ 0 < z < 1

c) 14 −−→←−− 23 ⇒ z < 0

(5.84)

and are vanishing for other 4D crossing channels, e.g. 1 → 3. Returning to (− + −+)

signature, one can verify that the 3pt MHV and anti-MHV amplitudes appropriately glue

together to form the 4pt amplitude via an analog of BCFW.

The hope would be to eventually connect such recursion relation statements on the 4D

amplitudes side to an OPE statement in the CFT, but we are not there yet. Beyond the

current/primary OPE-like statements that drove our soft physics endeavor, some recent

statements about an OPE like structure from collinear limits have been made in [136]. At

the moment the order of limits implied in our transform (keeping (zi, z̄i) fixed and solving for

ωi consistent with the kinematics) precludes taking soft limits of low point amplitudes (since

assumed not to be collinear). However by looking at subsectors of higher point amplitudes

one should be able to avoid such problems. Indeed, the main subtleties we have encountered

in the examples of this section have boiled down to how translation invariance is handled.

Some attempts at formalizing this in terms of shifts in the weights (related to analytically

continuing off the principal series) can be found in [137]. Meanwhile progress has been made

in evaluating these transforms for different theories, in addition to the string computation

in [134], Mellin transforms of n-point Nk-MHV amplitudes have been worked out in [138].
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6 What Lies Ahead

We are at a stage where we have motivated the existence of an enhanced symmetry group,

recognized that the same low energy modes that prove their relevance hint at a celestial sphere

holographic dual, and finally shown that we can map the finite frequency scattering states

to the 2D picture as well. But it is reasonable to ask what we have gained thus far and also

what we can expect to learn in the long run. At first glance we have made our lives harder

by performing the change of basis. The integral transformations take simple momentum

space amplitudes to functions with singular support, non-integral scaling dimensions, and

less obvious OPE behavior. However, if we do begin to build a better understanding of what

CFTs would be dual to scattering in asymptotically flat spacetimes, one would potentially

have much to gain by the reverse map.

It has been evident for a while that perturbation theory for gauge theory amplitudes

does not do justice in capturing the simplicity of the final results. We have seen various

attempts to attack this problem, amongst them on-shell recursion relations [139, 140], the

scattering equations [141–144], the twistor and ambitwistor string [145–147], and the am-

plituhedron [148]. Our efforts would be adding one more to the list if the dual perspective

could be shown to shed light. At the same time, it seems reasonable that what we are up to

is not completely unrelated to the above efforts. Such connections should be fleshed out.

On a practical side, there are various routes to move forward along. For one, our under-

standing of the map from 4D to 2D has been rather example driven and focused on position

space wave functions. By looking instead at how the states are constructed in terms of the

4D Hilbert space and Poincaré generators, it seems that one can make more general state-

ments: for instance, reinterpreting the results of [137] on the effect of translations; or the

manner in which 4D unitarity manifests itself on the 2D side. Some statements about the
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optical theorem have been made in [133]. It would be reasonable to expect to gain a more

informed understanding of the manner in which Hermitian conjugation, combined with a

parity transformation, are needed to get the 4D operators to map to 2D operators with the

standard Hermiticity conditions there – i.e. we really need to understand the representations

we are dealing with better. The principal series was used for its completeness relations and

the fact that the states have finite inner products. They also appear in the CFT bootstrap

literature, but as an analytical tool.

Moreover can we find examples [149] of actual known 2D CFTs that are in the image

of this map? While our momentum space transforms are reminiscent of perturbative AdS

computations, we have no locality in momentum space except for in the contrived example

of a near-extremal decay. How do we expect our 2D correlators to behave? We can try to

be more formal and understand the implications of having not just a stress tensor but also a

current corresponding to the supertranslations. Can we demonstrate an OPE-like statement,

and would this have a chance of teaching us how to better handle collinear divergences in field

theory [136]? Does the string worldsheet CFT connect to the celestial sphere CFT [136]?

How do our results connect to AdS/CFT proper, either in a small curvature limit or from

the point of view of hyperbolic foliations [71]? We are not lacking in questions we should be

trying to answer, and it’s time to stop writing and start computing...
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